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Whistle Mine is located in a trough-shaped Sublayer Embayment surrounded by Archean 

migmatites at the extreme northeastern corner of the Sudbury Igneous Cornplex. Mafic to 

uiaamafic inclusions occur Ui two distinct Sublayer environments within Whistie Embayment: 

( I ) within massive-suiphide-bearing zones dong the margins of the embayment, and (2) within 

the igneous-textured Sublayer matrix (ITSM). The intimate association of the inclusions with 

massive sulphide-bearing zones in the Sublayer rnakes the possibility of direct genetic link 

between the rnafic to ultrzudïc inclusions and the Sudbury massive sulphide ores very likely. 

Major and trace element geochemistry, as weU as UPb geochronoiogy, indicates the rnafic to 

ultramaiic inclusions qstailized from the same magma that formed the ITSM, and are not 

compositionaily related to the Main Mass of the SIC. The magma that fomed the inclusions 

was of SUflEiciently primitive composition as to allow for the formation of cumulates with Mgû 

contents exceeding 26 wt.% and containing forstentic olivine (FooIoIn), and rich enough in 

volatiles to d o w  for the formation of abundant biotite and accessory phases such as apatite, 

zircon., and baddeleyite. 

Base metd abundances are controlled by sulphides. The ultramafic inclusions have much 

higher Ni, Cu and S contents than would be expected for typical ultramafic rocks with 15-26 

wt.% MgO, which indicates a significant addition of Cu to the inclusions by a sulphide phase. 



A significant portion of Cu (>4 million tomes) is indicated to be missing nom the Whistle 

massive suiphides, probably haMng moved into the footwaii dong a zone of thermaüy 

metamorphoseci Sudbury Breccia located at the footwall contact of W s t i e  embayment. 
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GeofogicaI Sctfng of the Su&ury Smcûwe 

The 1.85 Ga (Krogh et al., 1985) Sudbury Structure is host to the largest concenmtion of 

economic nickel-copper (NLCu) deposits in the world (Lightfoot et al., 1997), and its ongin 

has long been debated. The ores are locaiized at the base oc  or below, an ellipsoidal body of 

igneous rock, comprised of norites and gabbronorites at the base, which are directly overlain by 

gabbroic rocks, with granophyric rocks at the top; the sequence of rocks is collectively h o w n  

as the Main Mass of the Sudbury Igneous Complex (SIC). The country rocks that underlie the 

SIC are composed of Archean granitoid and gneissic countq rocks of the Levack Complex to 

the nonh and the Proterozoic metavolcanic and rnetasedimentary rocks of the Southern 

Province to the south. The SIC is directly overlain by the breccias of the Onaping Formation, 

the lowermost unit of the Whitewater Group, which also contains the slates of the Onwatin 

Formation and the turbidites of the Chelmsford Forrnation. The SIC, Whitewater Group, and 

brecciated footwall rocks, collectively known as the Sudbury Structure, are located near the 

junction of the Supenor and Southem Provinces of the Canadian Shield. 

A diverse group of rocks is associated with the basal contact of the Main Mass of the SIC and 

with underlying country rocks, and this group is also intimately associated with the Ni-Cu 

nilphide deposits of the S u d b q  Region. In between the basal aorites of the Main Mass of the 

SIC and the underlying Archean basement rocks is a heterogeneous rock unit known as the 



Contact Sublayer (Pattison, 1979; Naldrett a al., 1984; Lightfbot et al., 1995a,b). The Contact 

Sublayer is comprised of nontic to gabbronontic the ignmus-tsrtured Sublayer m e  

(LTSM), that ho- a wide vari* of inclusions. The inciusions are of two principal types: (1) 

those derived fiom the rocks surrounding the SIC (footwail Archean Gneiss, Huronian 

sedirnentary rocks, etc.), and (2) a suite of rnafic md ultramafic inclusions of undetermined 

origin that display a strong spatial relationship to minaalized zones within the Sublayer. 

Obj&es of the b e n î  Slirdj, 

Whistie Mine is located in a Sublayer Ernbayment into Archean migmatites at the extreme 

northeastern corner of the SIC. A cross section through the Sublayer is exposed at the mine, 

fkom the basal norites of the Main Mass into the Archean footwall rocks. Massive sulphides 

are located dong the margins of the embayment, and these zones host a variety of rnafic to 

ultramafic inclusions anaiogous to those in other minerallled settings throughout the Sublayer. 

Similar mafic to ultramafic rocks also occur in aU silicate Sublayer phases. The major focus of 

this study d d s  with mafic to ultramafic inclusions fkom two distinct Sublayer exwkonments 

within Whistle Embayment: (1) within masive-sulphide-bearing zones dong the margins of the 

embayment, aiid (2) within the silicate rnatrUr of the noritic Sublayer. 

Due to their inîimate association with massive sulphide mïneralization throughout the Sublayer, 

investigating the genesis of the ultramafic inclusions has a bearing on any o v d  gaietic mode1 

dealing with the SIC and the Ni-Cu-PGE sulphide ores. Establishing the source of the 



ultramafic inclusions could have fàr-reaching implications on determinhg the source of the 

Sudbury sulphide ores. The primary objectives of this study were: 

(1) To document the geological s e h g  of the mafic to ultramafic inclusions nom the 

Whistle Mine Embayrnent. 

(2) To document the petrography and geochemistry of these inclusions. 

(3) To relate the petrography and geochemistry of these inclusions to that of the Sublayer 

matnx hosting them as well as to the FeIsic Norite of the Main Mass and the Parkin 

(quartz diorite) Offset. 

(4) To compare the geochronological age of the inclusions with that of the Sublayer ma& 

and the SIC. 

Though a direct genetic link between the  inclusions and the sulphides within the Sublayer is as 

yet unproven, their ubiquitous association seems to make this Link almost undeniable. The 

latter group mentioned above is not as well documented, and îhis study seeks to make use of 

these rocks as a source of new insight. The mafic to dtramafic inclusions within silicate 

Sublayer retain a greater degree of primary rnineralogy than the inclusions associated with 

massive dphide, and cm therefore be more confidently applied to mineralogical and 
* 

geochernical cornparisons to the ITSM and the rocks of the SIC. 



For the purposes of this discussion, indusion samples were divided into groups dependhg on 

the nature of the enclosing matrix. Withki Whistie Embayment, m a k  to ultramafic uiclusions 

were divided into three groups as foiiows: (1) altered oliwie melanorites associateci with 

massive sulphide and breccias (AOM), (2) poikilitic-textured olivine melanorite (OMP) fiom 

within the silicate Sublayer, and (3) poikilitic-textured melanonte (MP) nom within the silicate 

Sublayer. Also provided are data for a limited number of d c  to ultramafic inclusions fkom 

each of the Par@ Foy and Ministic Msets. Compositional variations in these rocks are 

compared and contrasted to the Felsic Nonte (FN) of the Main Mass and the Quartz Diorite 

matrix of the Parkin Offset (PQD). These groupings provide a bais for the cornparison of 

inclusions, Sublayer rnatrix, and the Main Mass of the SIC. 

Petrographic descriptions of the various inclusions types will be given; minerai chemistry and 

high-quality whole rock and trace element geochernical data are also presented. These data wiU 

be used to describe variations in inclusion type and chemistry within the embayrnent, and to 

identify any predorninance of selected inclusion types within certain Sublayer phases. Insights 

into the link between the mafic to ultramafic inclusions and massive-su1 phide-bearing zones 

within the Sublayer could have profound implications on the formation of the SIC and the 

genesis and emplacement of the economic sulphide deposits of the Sudbury region. 

Cunent Related Studies 

A comprehensive study of the detailed geochemistry of the Sublayer is currently undenvay 

(Lightfoot and Farreii, 1993; Lighâoot et al., 1994; Lightfoot et al., 1995a,b; Vujovic et al., 



1995; Prevec et al., 1995) in the hopes of characterizhg the different phases of barren to 

mineraiized Sublayer and establishiag the genetic lïnk of the Sublayer to the f o d o n  of the 

SIC and genesis of the Sudbury suiphide ores. Detailed studies of an Offset environment are 

being conducted on the Worthington Offset (Pekeski et al., 1994, 1995) to characterize the 

nature of the quartz diorite as well as the relationsbip of the Offsets to the Sublayer and to the 

Main Mass of SIC. A mdy of f o o ~ a l l  ultramafic bodies at the Levack and Fraser Mines in 

the North Range of the SIC (Moore et al.. 1 993, 1994, 1995) is documenting the nature of 

large bodies of matic to ultramafic rock close to the base of the SIC. 



Chopter 2 - ReviOus Wurk 

This chapter is devoted to a detailed o v e ~ e w  of the previous studies of the rocks of the 

Sudbury Structure. It is intended primarily to show how the current study of mafic to 

ultramafic inclusions in the Sublayer at Whistle Mine builds on previous inclusion studies in 

other senings around the Sublayer. In addition, the m e n t  study is placed within the context 

of previous and m e n t  studies of the Sublayer and its associated Ni-Cu-PGE nilphide ores. 

The opening sections deal with the rocks of the SIC and Sublayer in order to provide a context 

for the discussion that follows of the background work on the mafic to ultramafic inclusions 

that are the subject of thk study. 

Country Rocks 

The country rocks surrounding the SIC may be important because they represent possible 

sources for the fiagrnents and inclusions within the Sublayer (Pattison, 1979) and may be the 

melt source of the Main Mass magma and/or the Sublayer and its associated sulphides. 

There are a nurnber of mafic to ultramafic rock suites in the footwall surroundhg the Sudbury 

Structure, and these may have acted as a source for some of the Sublayer inclusions. Some 

gabbroic rocks within the Nipissing diabase, described by Card and Pattison (1973), have been 



compared to some Subiayer inclusions (Pattison, 1979). Uitramafic footwaü complexes occur 

in the Archean gneiss north of the SIC (Hewins, 197 1; Moore et al., 1993, 1994, 1995). 

Ulaamafic flows also occur withm the Stobie Formation to the south of the SIC (Bwnett et al., 

1991). 

An abundance of noritic and pyroxenhic rocks are associateci with zones of cumulus plagioclase 

within a senes of Early Proterozoic layered gabbro-morthosite intrusions ocnining dong the 

boundary between the Southem and Supenor Provinces to the east (River Vaüey) and West 

(Skakespeare-Dunlop, East Buil Lake) of Sudbury. The 2480 Ma (Krogh et al., 1984) East 

Bull Lake gabbro-anorthosite intrusion is believed to be related to Huronian Supergroup 

volcanism (Peck et al., 1993), and hoas extensive, irregulariy distributed PGE-Cu-Ni sulphide 

mineralization, particularly in strumrally controiled occurrences dong the Parisien Lake 

Defonnation Zone (Peck et al., 1993). Associated with the bulk of the mineraiization within 

the marginai zone of the East Bull Lake intrusion is a heterogenous inclusion-bearing 

leucogabbronorite unit that contains between 5 and 20% mafic inclusions. The inclusion 

population is dominated by subrounded to nibanguiar pods of coarse-grained pyroxenite, which 

can range between a few millimetres ro severai metres in diameter (Peck et al., 1993). 

Several Proterozoic mafic rocks occur within the Supenor Province. The 2.45 Ga Matachewan 

and Hearst dyke swarms (Heaman, 1988) are composed of quartz-rich diabase and tholeüte. 

The 2.2 Ga Nipissing Diabase (Corfu and Andrews, 1986) is composed prirnarily of pyroxene 

gabbro and homblende gabbro, with Iesser amounts of fetdspathic pyroxenite, 



gabbro-morthosite and granophyre, and f o m  &es, d i s  and mne s h ~ e t ~  that h d e  

Huronian metasediments (O& 199 1). A series of 1 -2 Ga (Krogh et ai., 1 987) olivine 

diabase and olivine basalt dikes comprise the Sudbuiy Dike Swarm, intmding Archean and 

Early Proterozoic country rocks associateci with the Sudbury Structure (Osmani, 199 1). 

Geology of the M i n  Mass of the SIC 

The rocks of the SIC and Whitewater Group outcrop on surface as a sequence of broadly 

eliipticd rings, forming an ellipsoidd structure approximately 60 kilometres on its long axis 

running northeast-southwest by approximately 27 kilometres on its shon axis running 

northwest-southeast (Figure 2.1). Locally, the granophyric rocks ofthe SIC are directly 

overlain by the breccias of the Onaping Formation, the lowermost rocks of the Whitewater 

Group. 

The rocks of the Main Mass of the SIC can be divideci geographically into the North and South 

Ranges (Figure 2.2). The basal rock of the South Range is a quartz-rich norite with as much as 

20 modal percent quartz that grades into a unit known as the Saurh Range Norite. The South 

Range Norite is characterized by cumu1us hypersthene and plagioclase and intercumulus quartz, 

augite, ilmenite and magnetite (Nddrett and Hewins, 1984). The hypersthene content of the 

South Range Norite decreases higher in the sequence, grading into the unit known as the 

T r ~ t i m  Zone Quartz Gabbro (TZQG) with increases in the amomsof cumulus augite, 

magnetite, ilmenite, titanite and apatite. This unit grades upwards into the granophyre and 



Figure 2.1 Local distribution of lithologies for the Sudbuxy Igneous Cornplex. Whitewater Group. 
Archean footwaii migmatites to the north of the SIC and Southern Province footwall volcanic 
rocks to the south of the SIC. 

plagioclase-rich granophyre at the top of the sequence (Naldrett and He-, 1984). The basal 

rock of the North Range of the SIC is a poikilitic-textured orthopyroxene-rich melanorite, 

termed M@c Norire, characterized by rocks with cumulus hypersthene poikilitically enclosed in 

intercumulus plagioclase. The unit grades into a non-poikilitic to sub-poikilitic 

hypidiomorphic-textured norite with tabular pyroxene and plagioclase towards its upper and 

Iower contacts (Hewins, 1971). With a successive increase in plagioclase content, 
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Figure 2.2 Stratigraphy of the NoRb and South Ranges of the SIC (Mer Naldreti and Hewins, 1984). 



Mafk Nonte grades upward into a unit known as the FeLsic Nonte, characterized by rocks with 

cumulus plagioclase and hypersthene dong with intercumulus agite, biotite and quartz. The 

hypersthene content of the Mafic Norite is at its maximum near the upper contact with the 

overlying Felsic Norite, and then fêlls rapidly across the contact. Plagioclase varies Liversely, 

while minor phases such as augite, biotite and magnetite show iittie variation between Mafïc 

and Fekic Norite (Hewins, 1971). Orthopyroxene becomes more Mg-rich and strongly zoned 

with increasing depth, suggestïng a change fiom in-situ crystalbtion to cunulate processes 

with increasing depth in the Mafic Norite (Hewins, 1971). Towards the top of the FeIsic 

Norite, cumulus augite appears and the rocks grade into the TZQG (Naldrett and Hewins, 

1984). 

Geology of the S#blayer and û#kts 

The Sublayer of the SIC is a discontinuous unit of inclusion-bearing norites and gabbronontes 

in contact with the basal norites of the Main Mass, outcropping at the perimeter of the SIC. It 

is hoa to many of the giant Ni-Cu dphide deposits of the Sudbury region. In some places the 

Sublayer does not occur, while in others it can be found in thicknesses of several hundred 

metres, depending on the nature of the basal contact of the SIC with the basement rocks of the 

Levack Complex to the north and the Southem Province rocks to the south. The greatest 

thicknesses of Sublayer, up to 700 metres, are found in vextically onented trough-like 

depressions within the footwall at the base of the SIC, termed embayments (Figure 2.3). The 

embayment sûuctures are associated with plateau-like structures of limited lateral extent known 



Figure 2.3 Schematic representation of embaqment and tenace structures formed by the slumping of 
brecciated footwail materiai (a/ier Monison, 1984). 

as terraces. These terraces are formed by the slumping of brecciated material on the imrnediate 

footwds of the SIC (Morrison, 1984), and act as nnicturai traps for accumulateci sulphides. 

Within the Sublayer exists a group of mafic and ultramafic inclusions of unknown origin thatare 

intirnately associated with these mineralized zones within the troughs (Naldrett et al., 1984; 

Hewins, 197 1 ; Rae, 1975; Scribbins, 1978, Scribbins et ai., 1984; Farrell et al., 1993, 1994, 



1995). Siniilar inclusions can be found withui the massive suiphide-bearing portions of the 

Onsets associated with inclusion-rich quartz dionte and footwall breccia (Farrell et al., 1995). 

Zones of brecciated footwail rocks occur at the basal contact of the Sublayer, with the greatest 

thicknesses of breccia developed around embayment structures (Panison, 1979). Embayments 

cm extend into the counay rocks as Offset dikes (e-g., the WhistIe Embayment), with the 

transition between noritic Sublayer and Offset quartz dionte definexi by inclusion-rich 

leucocratic norite and leucocratic breccia (Lightfoot et al., 1994). Detailed descriptions are 

avaiiabie of Offsets (Grant and Bite, 1984), embayment and terrace structures (Momson, 

1 984), and footwd minerakation environrnents (Momson et al., 1994). The Sublayer was 

described in detail by Pattison (1979), which included the ody detailed description of Wbistle 

Embayment prior to the onset of minùig. From his observations at Whistle he suggested there 

were srnail accumulations of M&c Nonte at the base of the Main Mass which corresponded to 

depressions in the Sublayer. This led him to conclude the Sublayer predated the Main Mass. 

Sublayer has been described as cutting Main Mass rocks at the Creighton Embayment (Nddrett 

et al., 1 9841, indicating the formation and emplacement of the Sublayer postdates that of the 

Main Mass of the SIC. 

Petrology of the Subluyer 

There are two main types of Sublayer: (1) igneous-textured Sublayer, a group of noritic, 

gabbroic and dioritic rocks comprising the silicate matrix of the Sublayer (ITSM); (2) a group 



of breccias strongly developed almg the basal contact of the Sublayer. Both Sublayer variants 

are characterized by the presence of abundant disseminateci Ni-Cu sulphides typically ranghg 

from O to 5 modal percent (Lightfoot et al., 1994) and the preserice of abundant footwaii 

xenoliths and a suite of cumulate-textured mafic to dtramafic rocks of uncertain origin 

occurrïng as inclusions (Hewins, 197 1; Rae, 1975; Scnbbins, 1978; Pattison, 1979; Scribbins et 

al., 1984; Naldrett et al., 1984; Farrell et ai., 1993, 1994, 1995). 

Igneous Sublayer has traditionally included the noritic to gabbronoritic rocks directly 

underlying the SIC, termeci the Contact Sublayer @aldrett et al., l984), and the diontic rocks 

nch in quartz, hombiende and biotite that comprise the radial and concenec Ofnet dikes 

(Gram and Bite, 1984). Silicate Sublayer is comprised of subophitic to prismatic pyroxene 

(20-3 5%), interloclang zoned plagioclase laths (40-55%), and lesser arnounts of biotite, 

homblende, interstitial qua- iron-titanium oxides, micrographie intergrowths and Fe-Ni-Cu 

sulphides (Rao et al., 1 984). 

Sulphides tend to occur interstitialiy in igneous Sublayer (Pattison, 1979). Hewins (1971) 

noted the proportion of orthopyroxene (hypersthene) in igneous Sublayer matrix shows a 

positive correlation with the abundance of mafic to u l t r d c  inclusions. Naldrett et al. (1984) 

pointed to the lack of cumulate textures in the Sublayer matrix to indicate it fomed as a result 

of in situ crystaiiization and differentiation. 



The leucocratic breccias associated with the Sublayer are defined by a cornplex series of 

cross-cutting relationships, variations in composition, indusion content, silphide content and 

ma& textures (Dressler, 1984). They have been descriid as having a mosaic grawblastic 

metarnorphic texture by Pattison (1 979), who also noted that sulphides tend to be associated 

with an igneous-textureci variant of breccia. The major component of the rnatrix is plagioclase, 

occurring as stubby laths, clusters, or porphyroblasts in other minerds. Homblende, biotite 

chopyroxene, and magnetite also occur as porphyroblasts, as well as quartz (Pattison, 19759, 

which can constitute up to 30 modal % of the matrix (Dressler, 1984). Replacement of 

plagioclase and other minerais by quartz is common, ofleu awompanied by ganophyric 

intergrowih (Dressler, 1984). 

Within the matrix are a wide variety of f?agments and inclusions. Most fiagments are of local 

derivation, are angular to rounded, tend to be randomly oriented and ofien have indistinct 

boundaries with the surroundhg rnatrix (Greenman, IWO).  These include fiagments of gabbro, 

diabase, metavolcanic rocks, gneiss. anorthosite and Huronian sedimentary rocks. with the 

occurrence and abundance directly related to their presence in the irnrnediate footwall 

(Dressler, 1984). Cu-Ni-Fe sulphides occur as fi-agments and vedets - footwd breccia 

complexes hoa the large Cu deposits of the Sudbury region (Morrison et al., 1994). Within the 

breccias, dissemliated sulphides tend toward a blebby or ffagmental occurrence (Pattison, 

1979). Shock metarnorphic feanires are not common within matrix minerals or within rock 

fiagments and inclusions (Dressler, 1984). 



Geochen*stry of the Sublayet - Major dente- 

The characterizaiion of the geochemicai nature of the Sublayer is diaEicult due to the abundant 

and ubiquitous inclusions of varying types. Broadly, there are differences beîween the major 

and trace element compositions of Sublayer nom the North and South Ranges (Lightfôot et ai., 

1995b) as weU as between dinerent Sublayer embayments (Lightfbot et al., 1995b). 

Naldrett et al. ( 1984) provide a synopsis of the major geochernical features of the contact 

Sublayer ma&. AU rocks in the Sudbury area are nch in SiO, (Rao et al., 1983) with most 

major elements displaying only weak correlations with S Q .  ICO exhibits a strong positive 

cordation with SiO?, indicative of incompatible behaVi0u.r. The coupled negative correlation 

of N a 0  and AL-O, with SiO, may be iinked to the abundance of plagioclase. Due to the wide 

variation in mauix-to-fiagrnent ratio, texture, types and size of inherited and exotic fragments, 

and the presence or absence of sulphide, the leucocratic breccias display a wide diversity in buik 

composition. These compositions cm reflect those of the associated igneous Sublayer or of the 

surroundhg footwd rocks, with a wide range of intemediate values possible (Paîtison, 1979). 

AU rocks of the SIC are Si0,-saturated, which first led IMne (1 975) and Naldrett and 

MacDonald (1980) to niggest that the source magma@) for the SIC were contaminateci by 

SiO2-rich cxustal material. Contamination of the Sublayer magma by assimilation of Si0,-rich 

cmstal material has also been proposed in combination with fiactional crystaIhtion processes 



- temed accimilation-Monai crystallization processes ( M C )  - as the method that gave rise 

to the Sublaya and the accompmying suiphide ores (Naldrett et al., 1984; Ra0 et al., 1983). 

A ciment cornprehe-e investigation of the Subiayer, of which this study is a pzut, is 

attempting to define the geocheniistry of the Subiayer and CMkt environments and reiate these 

findings to the genesis of the SIC and the suiphide ores (LightFoot et ai., l994,1995a,b). 

Lightfoot et al. (1995a) note elevated TiO, values for Sublayer amples at Whistie Mim as 

opposed to basal norites of the Mass at similar Mg0 contents (Figure 2.4). 
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Figure 2.4 Variations in T i 4  with cbanging Mg0 content Note tbc devated values TiO, values of the 
Sublayer samplcs as opposed to the basal Feisic Norites of the Main Mass despite the fhct that 
both rock types have simiiar Mg0 oontcnts (âà&Er,m Lighâoot et al., 1995a). 



Geuckemisby of the Subloyer - Troec EIemem 

Subhyer rocks are u n i v d y  rich in rare earth elements (REE) (Naidrett a al., 1984). North 

Range rocks generally exhibit a higher LaNb ratio than those of the South Range (Kuo and 

Crockett, 1979). The recent snidies of Lightfoot et ai. (1995a,b) have reveaied sisnificant 

dserences between the mce element compositions (Figure 2.5) of the Sublayer and the basal 

norites of the Main Mass that d e  out a comrnon genetic link by aystallization processes 
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Figure 25  Extendeci trace element profiles of ûffset quartz diorite (QD) and i&neous-textored Sublayer 
matrix (ITSM), nonnalizBd to average Feisic Norite, a value calculated h m  samples taken 
from Lightfoot et al. (1 997). Note the dispaniy between the profiles for the QD and ITSM 
and the rekiveiy flat shape of the profile for the QD, indicating a compositional a£6nity With 
the Feisic Norite. 



done. The Sublayer matrix exhibits an overall depletion of trace elements, and a particular 

depletion of LREE, relative to the Felsic Norite of the Main Mass. In addition, the 

compositions of the offsets show a strong similarity to the Felsic Norite of the Main Mass, with 

a relatively flat profde when normalized to average Felsic Norite, while being significantly 

different from the Sublayer matrix (Fig. 2.5). Lighdoot et al. (1 995b) suggest the offsets are 

genetically linked to the Main Mass of the SIC, possibly as a more fhctionated or less cumulate 

enriched equivalent of the Felsic Norite. The lack of smooth trends and the wide variations in 

abundances and ratios of incompatible and compatible trace elements has led to the conclusion 

that the Sublayer rocks did not result fiom the evolution of a single parental magma (Naldrett 

et al., 1984). 

Distribution and Petrology of Inclusions 

A major distinguishing characteristic of the Sublayer is the presence of abundant inclusions, 

which are grouped into those derived from the immediately surrounding footwall and those that 

have no apparent equivalent outcropping in the Sudbury area, with the latter being the focus of 

the current study. Vos and Moorhouse (1 965) described d c  and ultramafic inclusions from 

the Contact Sublayer at Strathcona Mine. Souch et al. (1969) followed this work by noting 

their occurrence in Sublayer all around the margin of the SIC. Sublayer mafic and uftrarnafic 

inclusions can vary in size from several metres down to a few centimetres, such as those studied 

in the North Range by Hewins (1 97 1). 



The intimate association of ultnimafic inclusions with massive sulphide-beaiing zones within the 

Contact Sublayer and Wkts has been noted by previous mearchers (Nddrett and Kuiierud, 

1967; Souch et al., 1969; Pamson, 1979; Gnuu and Bite, 1984; Cochrane, 1984; Naldrett et al., 

1984; Farrell et al., 1993, 1994, 1995; Lightfoot et al., 1997), although the source of the 

inclusions is sull under debated. Rae (1975) found wehrlite and harzbugite to be the dominant 

inclusion types within the Sublayer at Strathcona Mine in the North Range of the SIC. 

Greenman (1 970) noted the concentration of olivine-bearing inclusions toward the base of the 

Contact Sublayer, and made note of the occurrence of chopyroxene-rich inclusions at 

Strathcona Mine. Naldren et al. (1 984) attributed the source of the chopyroxene-rich 

Strathcona inclusions to a pendotite-pyroxenite si11 in the footwall near Strathcona Mine first 

identified by Hewuis (1 97 1). Scribbins et al. (1 984) identified a lack of ciinopyroxene-rich 

inclusions in the Sublayer dong the South Range of the SIC. Rae (1975) notes a positive 

correlation between the proportion of uitramafic inclusions and the thickaess of associated ore. 

Rae (1975) attributes this to density factors relating the sulphide and the most ultramafic rock 

types, and to a genetic relationship wherein the sulphides and inclusions formed in the same 

area and retained their spatial distribution during emplacement. 

Naldrett et al. (1984) lia the most comrnon rock types occurring as Sublayer inclusions. 

Harzburgite, augite melanorite and melanorite are the most common types in the South Range 

of the SIC, and melanorite, augite melanorite, wehrlite. hartburgite, olivine melanorite, and 

websterite are the most common types in the North Range. Naldrett et al. (1 984) note the Iack 

of clinopyroxene-rich inclusion types such as wehrlae, websterite, Uierzolite and 



chopyroxenite in the South Range Sublayer. The featues of the most common Sublayer 

inclusion types, with data from the present study at Whistle Mine, are summarized in Table 2.1. 

Cumulus textures are common, and plagioclase is abundant in many Sublayer inclusions. Due 

to the uinabiliîy of plagioclase at high (made) pressures, this would seem to indicate the 

MINERALS APPROXIMATE APPROXIMATE 
ROCK TYPE PRESENT MODE 4.0 GRAIN SlZE CHARACTERISTICS 

Olivrne 4575% Upto2mm 
(rarely io 
6 mm) 
1 to3mrn 

Anhedrai. subequont: also as subrounded: resoibed grains 0.2 to 
1 mm poikilitically enclosed within orthopyroxene and plagioclase. 

Orthopyroxene 15-00% Tabular: coronas of orthopyroxene in places surround olivine 
enclosed in plagroclase. 
Interstitial: antithetic relationship berween olivine stze and 
plagioclase abundance. 
Ragged. interstitial grains. 

Plagioclase 5-10010 

Clmopy roxene 0-5ao 

olivine 45-60V0 Large equant to elongate anhedral gratns: also as spherical. 
resorbed grains 0.1 to 0.2 mm poikrlitically enclosed wtthin 
orthopyroxene and plagioclase. 
Smafler and more vanable in size than olivine; simple twinning 
common Io large grains. 
Interstitial. 
Generally porkiliticaily enclosed wilhin plagioclase 

Wehrlite 

Clinopyroxene 30-50% 

Plagioclase 4 10% 
Orthopyroxene 4% 

Clinopyroxene 65-85W0 
Orthopyroxene 10-25% 

Websreriie 

Melanorrle 

Anhedral; generally cloudy owing to exsolution blebs 
Anhedral with ragged edges except for subhedral Io euhedral 
lerminations within piagioctase 
Interstitial 
Resorbed. subrounded grains poikii~licaliy enclosed within both 
pyroxenes 

Plagioclase 4 1 OO!o 

Olivine O- 1040 

Orihopyroxene 60-8000 0.5 to 2 mm 
(rarely IO 
5 mm) 
Up IO 2 mm 

Subhedral. generally labular 

Plagioclase 10-300.0 Infersiitial. Subttedral grains. aisoas 131hs sut3opnitic Io 
ophitically enclosed within orthopyroxcne 
Inierstilial or iniergrown wtth orthopyroxene 
Subrounded O 1 to 0.2 mm gratns are poikilitically cncloscd within 
orthopyroxene and plagioclase 

Cornmon ragged appearancc. often rntergrown wiln ciinopyroxcnc 

Clinopyroxene -= 5% 
Ol~vine O- 1 00.0 

Orthopyroxene 45-600'0 1.5x04rnm 
(labular) 
0 5 m m  
(prismatic) 
4 1.5 mm 

Augiie 

Mclanorite 

Plagioclase 20-30% Interstit~al. anhedral grains: aiso as laths subo~hit ical l~ 
enclosed within orihopyroxene 
Ragged. anhedral grains iniergrown with orthopyroxene 
ResorOed grains poikiliticallj enclosed within plagioclase and 
orthopyroxene 

Clinopyroxene 10-25% 
Olivine 04% 

Upto 1 5mm 
0.0s to 
0.2 mm 

Table 2.1 Petrographic characteristics of major rock types found as inclusions within the Sublayer 
@=om Naidrett et al.. 1984). 
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inclusions formed at depths of less than 25 km withïn the crust (Green and Hibberson, 1970). 

Olivine compositions for Sublayer inclusions are available nom several sources (Naldrett and 

Kdierud, 1 967; Rae, 1 975; Scribbins et al., 1 984), ranging from Fo, , to Fo,, , in hanburgite, 

and display a negative correlation with modal plagioclase content (Naidrett et ai., 1984). 

Plagioclase compositions range from A%,, to An,, in South Range inclusions (Scribbins, 

1978) and fiom An,, to 4, in inclusions collecteci f?om Strathcona Mine in the North Range 

(Nddrett et al., 1984). Orthopyroxene compositions (bronzite) have been reported as Fs,, to 

Fs,,, with clinopyroxene varying from salite to augite (Scnbbins et al., 1984). Orthopyroxene 

from South Range inclusions show a greater variation in Mg:Fe ratio and Ca content than 

Nonh Range inclusions from Strathcona Mine (Naidrett et al., 1984). Cr,O, contents in 

chromite fiom South Range inclusions of orthopyroxenite and harzburgite range fiom 3 1.2 to 

50.4 W.%, with the Strathcona Mine (North Range) harzburgite inclusions ranging up to 50.8 

W.%. These compositions are similar to chromites found in layered intrusions (Naldrett et al., 

1984; Zhou et al., in press). 

As part of the current study, Farrell et ai. (1 994, 1995) reported geochemical data for the m&c 

to ultramafic inclusions from the Sublayer at Whide Mine. Farrell et ai. (1994) point out the 



inclusions and Sublayer matrix have simiiar Ce contents despite the fm that the inclusions have 

much higher Mg0 contents (Figure 2.6). Lightfwt et ai. (1994) point out the inclusions fàll on 

a broad array iidcing the composition of the Subiayer matrix with an Fo, o h e  in a plot of 

TiO. versus MgO. In addition, the incompatible eiement ratios for the inclusions forrn broad 

arrays that overlap with the Sublayer m a h  and are distinctly Merent fkom the rocks of the 

Quartz diorite, basai 
norite of the Main 

Pyroxene and olivine 
melanorite inclusions 

Mass and leucocratic from nontic Sublayer 
Sublayer norite 

~ubl&er frorn sulphide zone 

Figure 2 6  Variations in Ce versus MgO. Note the simiiar Ce contents of the iTSM and the inclusion 
despite the ha that the inclusions have much higher M g 0  contents (Farrell et al., 1994). 

Main Mass of the SIC (Fig. 2.7). Farrell et al. (1994) used these results to infer a genebc link 

between the mafidultramafic inclusions and the noritic Sublayer ma&. 



Figure 2.7 Relative variations between seiected similariy incornpati'ble dements. Note the ratios for the 
indusions fom broad atrays that overlap with the Subiayer matrix and are distinct& different 
fiom the rocks of the Main Mass of the SIC (a* Lighnoot et ai.. 1994). 

Due to the fact that Ce content does not change with changing Mg0 content, magma evolution 

controlled by fiactional crystallization is considered unWcely (Farrell et al., 1994). 

Inclusion Sources 

Based on the work of previous researchers (Rae, 1975; Scnbbins, 1978; Hewins, 1971; 

Scribbins et al., 1984), Naldrett et a!. (1984) initiaily proposed three possible sources for the 

ultramafic inclusions in the Sublayer: (1) the mantle; (2) a rnafic to ultramafic protoinausion 

(cf. Pamson, 1979); (3) a hidden layered sequence of the SIC. Naldrett et al. (1 984) then cited 

several factors to discount a mantie source for the inclusions: (1) the abundance of plagioclase 

in many of the inclusions - which is not aabb at high pressures (Green and Hibberson, 1970); 

(2) the large sizes for the uiclusions - mantie nodules rarely exceed 50 centimetres; (3) the 



cumulus textures common to layered sequences; (4) the lack of plastic deformational features 

common to made nodules; (5) the lack of common m a d e  nodules such as eclogite and 

herzolite; (6) olivine compositions that are similar to layered intnisions (Naidrett et al., 1984). 

Several rock suites pre-dating the SIC were proposed by Pattison (1979) as possible sources 

for some of the Sublayer inclusions. He compared some gabbroic Sublayer inclusions to the 

pyroxene gabbros and homblende gabbros that comprise most of the Nipissing diabase 

described by Card and Pattison (1973). Pattison (1979) also suggested as possible sources for 

Sublayer inclusions the ultramafic footwall complexes found in the Archean Gneiss north of the 

SIC - such as the Fraser and Levack bodies (Moore et al., 1995) - and the series of 

gabbro-morthosite intrusions - nich as the Skakespeare-Dunlop (James and Harris, 1977) and 

East Bull Lake Intrusions (Peck et al.. 1993) - which occur dong the southem margin of the 

Supenor Province craton. However, Naidrett et al. (1984) cite the lack of olivine in these 

occurrences to discount them as sources for the entire range of inclusions found in the 

Sublayer, due to the abundance of olivine-bearing inclusions occurring within the Sublayer. 

Naldren and Kullerud (1 967) studied inclusions fiom the Contact Sublayer at Strathcona Mine 

(North Range), and correlated elevated Fe contents in olivine with an increased abundance of 

felsic mùierafs within a given inclusion. In explainhg this positive correlation, they stated the 

inclusions must have been derived from a crypticaiiy layered d c  to uitramafic body, which 

they interpreted as a hidden layered ultramafk zone of the SIC, where increasing magma 



differentiation would cause a rise in both plagioclase content and a &op in olivine Fo contents. 

Rae (1975) used the compositions of olivine and pyroxene, which compared with layered 

inmisions such as Muskox, as weIl as the abundance of cumulus textures and mafic mineralogy, 

to conclude that the inclusions were derived from a layered sequence, which he also interpreted 

as a hidden portion of the SIC. Scribbins (1978) studied Sublayer inclusions firom the South 

Range of the Sudbury hpt ive ,  finding harzburgites and norites to be the dominant rock types. 

He reached a similar conclusion to Rae (1 975), ciMg the abundance of cumulus textures, and 

noting that the compositions of olivine (Fo,~, to Fo,,-&, orthopyroxene (Fs,, , to Fs,), 

clinopyroxene (Fs, , to Fs,,J, plagioclase (An,., to An,,) and chromite (3 1.2 wt.% to 50.4 

wt.% Cï203) showed interrelated variations similar to those in layered intrusions, with the most 

magnesian olivines corresponding to the mOR feldspar-poor inclusions (Scribbuis, 1978). 

Scibbins (1978) also attributed the ciifference in the inclusion types between North and South 

Range Sublayer to the disnipion of different parts of the theorized layered sequence. Scribbins 

et al. ( 1984) used the geophysical evidence of Gupta et al. (1 984) of a magnetic layer 

underlying the SIC to further support the idea of a hidden uitrarnafic cornplex as a source for 

the Sublayer ultrarnafic inclusions. The findings of Lightfoot et d. (1995a) do not support the 

presence of an ultramafk cumulate reservoir at the base of the SIC that could give rise to the 

rocks of the Subiayer and SIC. The elevated trace element contents and the decoupling of 

major and trace elements do not support fiactional crystabation processes for the genesis of 

the inclusions, noritic Sublayer matrix, quartz diorite O&ets and the igneous units of the Main 

Mass from a single parent magma. 



Mmiscm et al. (1994) propose a mode1 which demibes the formation of cumulate layers at the 

base of the SIC early in its formation, with these cumulate layers concentrating in the footwali 

embayments and trapping interstitial sulphides as they accumulateci. The formation of the 

cumulate-suiphide layers seaied off the underlying brecciated footwali, which was therrnaily 

metamorphoseci by the overlying meh. Momson et al. (1994) propose the inclusions could 

result fom the disruption of these curnulate layers by the anatectic effécts on the underlying 

rocks and tectonic readjustment in the unstable brecciated footwd. The fragments of these 

layers would end up as inclusions within a xenoïlthc border magma as the SIC mixed with the 

anatectic breccia. This process is illusvated in Figure 2.8. 

Golightly ( 1994) attributes the inclusions to ultramafic feeders of Nipissing and Huronian 

protointrusions located at high cmstal levels and exposed on an excavated impact crater floor. 

These would be transported up the w d s  of the crater with the flow of the excavating rock - 

excavating flow field (Golightly. 1994) caused by a steep angle of meteorite impact - and 

collect within the troughs (cf embayments of Morrison, 1984) in the footwall almg the crater 

walls. 

Ore Deposits ofthe Sudbury Region 

Nddrett (1984) divided the ore deposits associated with the SIC into several groups: (1) North 

Range deposits, represented by a number of deposits in the Onaping-Levack area (Strathcona, 

McCreedy West, Fraser, Levack), generdy associated with footwd embayments Ued with 



Figure 2.8 Inclusion generation mode1 of Monison et al. (1994); (a) cumulates and sulphides deposited at 
the base of the SIC within the terrace stnrctures and mncurrent anatexis of the derlying 
breccias; (b) cumulate iayers fonn cap mer the anatectic breccia then crack due to instability 
caused by hot overlying melt (SIC) and mobile breccias undemeath; (c) anatexis continues and 
the cumuiate iayers fragment. dong with the mliest crystaiiized suiphides (d) fragmenteci 
cumulates interact with the underlying breccias to form the î n c l u s i o n ~ g  Subiayer at the 
base of the SIC. The suiphides accumulate at the base of the terrace structures and migrate 
into the footwaii using Sudb- Breccia zones as conduits. 

mafic nonte, Sublayer norite, massive sulphides, and mineralized footwaii breccia (Coats and 

Snajdr, 1984), and including copper-rich footwall zones (Abel et al., 1979; Momson et al., 

1994); (2) South Range deposits, nich as the Murray (Naldrett, 1984) and Little Stobie @avis, 

1984) Mines; (3) offset deposits, such as those of the Copper CW iffset (Cochrane, 1 984); 

(4) fault-related deposits, represented by the Falconbridge and East Mines on the southeast 



ma@ of the SIC (Owen and Coats, 1984); (5) rniscellaneous deposits, such as the McKh 

Mine (Clark and Potapoe 1959), where the mineraiization is associated with brecciated 

Murray Granite. This iist does not take into account the rninefalization associated with the 

Whitewater Group overlying the SIC, which includes disseminat ed pyrrhotite, pentiandite and 

chalcopyrite in the Onaping Formation, and Zn, Cu, Pb, Au and Ag mineralization at the base 

of the Onwah associateci with the Vermillion and E h g t o n  Mines (Rouseii, 1984). 

Morrison et al. (1994) modined the groupings of Naldrett et al. (1984), dividing the deposits 

into three groups based on their geologic setting - Contact-type deposits, Onset Dike deposits, 

and footwaii-type deposits. Contact deposits occur at or near the basal contact of the SIC 

associated with footwaii embayrnents or troughs filied with mafic norite, inclusion-bearing fkom 

disseminated to massive, with greatea concentrations occurring within the embayments. 

FootwaiI breccia developed at the base of the Sublayer usually contains the buk of the 

economic mineralization, with higher CuMi ratios increasing toward the base of the footwall 

breccia (Mocrison et al., 1994). Momson et al. (1 994) attribute this to p a t e r  deformation in 

the South Range, which has altered the original distribution of lithologies and ore. and the more 

melanocratic nature of the rocks in the South Range footwali, which rnasks some of the 

macroscopic features easiiy seen in the leucocratic footwail gneiss of the North Range. 

Otfset deposits are associated with radial (Copper Cm, Foy, Worthhgton and Creighton 

Offsets) and concentric (Frood-Stobie Offset) dikes and small bodies compnsed of a mixhire of 

quartz dionte and foonvd breccia that cm extend severai kilometres into the footwail (e.g. 



MacLenniin) away fiom the SIC (Grant and Bite, 1984). Massive sulphides are generally 

associated with areas of inclusion-rich quartz diorite (Cochrane? 1984). Sudbury Breccia zones 

are associated with the margins of offsets? and as in the case of the Copper CliffûfKset, 

Sudbury Breccia zones adjacent to mineraiized quartz diorite ofien contain chalcopyrite 

stringers (Cochrane, 1984). Minerahtion in Offsets is ofien found at breaks or inflexions in 

quartz diorite and associated with later phase of hclusion-nch quartz diorite magma (Cochrane, 

1984; Grant and Bite, 1984; Pekeski et al., 1994, 1995). 

Footwall deposits consia of disseminated and massive sulphide veins, stringers and 

stockworks. These ores were perhaps denved by the migration of suiphide iiquid, possibly as a 

result of hydrothemal processes, from the base of the footwaii breccia into the surrounding 

footwd rocks (Li and Naldrett, 1992; Momson et ai., 1994). Footwall deposits are often 

spatiaily associated with contact deposits located within f o o ~ a l l  embayments, and those 

deposits are characterized by CuMi ratios of 0.7 to 1 .O that show a steady hcrease away from 

the contact with the SIC (Morrison, 1994). 

The footwall deposits are associated with zones of thennaiiy metamorphosed Sudbury Breccia 

which possess petrologic and thetmai characteristics consistent with recrystailization, resulting 

from the effects of either hot hydrothermal fluids that aided in the transport and emplacement 

of sdphides into the footwd (Momson et al., 1994), or by the metamorphic effects of the 

passage of a rnagmatic suiphide iiquid (Li and Naldrett, 1992; Naidrett et ai., 1994). 



Win of the SIC ami suiphide ons 

Dietz (1964) first described the Sudbury Basin as an astrobleme resulting nom the impacî of a 

copper-rich meteorite, based on the presence of shock features and abundant shattercones in 

the rocks surrounding the SIC. He Iater expanded this theory to suggest the nilphide ores were 

splash-empiaced meteoric material and that the quartz diorite of the offsets formed fiom 

liquefied counhy rock resulting nom the meteorite impact (Dietz, 1972). A number of recent 

studies have proposed that the SIC and Sublayer formed as a result of the differentiation of an 

impact melt (Peredery and Momson, 1984; Momson, 1984; Faggart et al., 1985; Lakomy, 

1990; Grieve et al., 1 99 1 ; Momson et al., 1994; Golighfly, 1 994). The relative merits of a 

terrestridendogenic origin for the SIC are outiined by Muir (1984). A brief summary of the 

major evidence for and against a meteorite impact origin for the SIC is provided in Table 2.2. 

The geochemical evidence presented in Lightfoot et al. ( 1994, 19954b) and this study reveal 

wide variations in major and trace element contents, and incompatible trace element variations 

that are decoupled from the chemistry of the major elements. This makes it dScul t  to envision 

that a single parental magma could give rise to the wide range of rock types that comprise the 

noritic Sublayer ma- rnafic to ul~arnafic inclusion population, and norites to gabbronorites 

of the SIC. The source and emplacement history of the sulphide ores is unlaiown. The earhest 

theones proposed sqgregational setthg of immiscible çulphides fiom a magmatic source that 

differentiated to form the igneous portions of the SIC (Coleman et a., 1929; Collins, 1937), 

which was opposed by researchers proposing a hydrothermaiorigin for the sulphides 



Shack features in rocks and minerais of footwall surrounning SIC - passage of hi@ pressure 
shock wave (Dressier, 19û4) 

Pseudotaehyiite (Sudbiay Breccia) associated with the Sudbury S t m m r e  simiiar to occunenccs 
associateci wiîh known impact sites (Ries. Manacouagan) (Dressler, 1984) 

The Onaping Formation may k interpreted as a falIbadr brctcia or suevite analogous to rocks 
at other impact sites (Peredery and Morrison 1984) 

The presence of abundant shattercones in counw rocks surrounding the SIC (Dietz 1%4) 

Mixing mode1 of Grieve (1994) indicates impact melt could be derived from pnxx i ahg  country 
rocks and merentiated to fonn SIC 

Heat source - p a r t d  melts of mantle materiai do not have suficient heat to assimilate the 
amount of crustal material required for 3575% contamination of Naidren et al. (1986) 

Intense brecciation of footwaU rocks (Dressler. 1983; Monison, 1984; Peredery and Morrison. 
198.1: Morrison et al.. 1994) 

Sublayer and Footwall Breccia analagous to mixed border zones (Grieve. 1994) associated with 
known impact sites 

Supwrt for endogenic oriein 

Crudeiy elliptical shape of the basin - impact craters are rounded; present outline M a r  to 
volcanic calderas (Muir. 1984) 

Compositional zoning in Onaping Formation from andesitic to tholeiitic expiaineci by eruption 
from a zoned magma chamber @fuir. 1984) 

Stratifrcation/cooling unis w i h n  the Gray Member of the Onaplng Formation - inconsistent with 
single depositional event producing a fallback breccia (Muir. 1984) 

Tende suength of country rocks probably iIlSUff1cient to sustain pressures of blast wave that 
would produce observeci shock fearures (Muir. 1983) 

Shattercones and pseudotachylite occurrences at Vredefon Structure analagous to Sudbury 
Breccia are beiieved to have been produced endogenicaily (Muir. 1984) 

Spatial association of Sudbury with major regional genphysical anomaiies (EFliot Lake-Englehart) 
indiates unusuai cnistal structure (Muir. 1984) 

Mantle derived igneous rock - not associated with known impact sites (Muir, 1984) 

Ni-rich province in which the Sudbury Structure is iocated (Fyon et al., 1995) 

Table 23 Evidence supporting the contrasting theones of formation for the SIC. 



(Phemister, 1926; Yates, 1938, 1948). Sulphurization has also been proposed as a method of 

generating the Sudbury sulphide ores (Cheney and Lange, 1967). Pattison (1 979) disputed this 

theory, pointing out the suiphide ores are associated with specific Sublayer rocks and do not 

occur in the noritic rocks of the Main Mass, and that the ores are associated with structural 

traps. 

Naldrett and Kderud (1967) theorized that the SIC was a f'el-shaped intnision that 

dinerentiated in situ to a sequence of fiactionated rocks ranging tiom a felsic norite to dunite. 

This was foliowed by the emplacement of the suiphide-rich mafic norite magma accompanied 

by brecciation of ultramafic materiai at depth, which were then carried in a xenolithic magma 

dong with droplets of immiscible sulphide that fomed the Sublayer (Naldrett and Kdienid, 

1967). 

Due to their remicted occurrence in the Sublayer and Onset environments, which were deemed 

too smail a magma source to hold the known sulphides in solution, Naldrett and Kulierud 

(1967) and Souch et al. (1969) atuibuted the dphides to a deeper hidden mafic to ultramaflc 

portion of the SIC; sulphides segregated from the main body of magma coliected in deeper 

magma chambers and were emplaced dong the contact between the SIC and the footwall rocks 

as part of a late suIphide-rich magmatic pulse (Naldrett and Kderud, 1967; Souch et al., 

1969). Momson et al. (1994), Li and Naidrett (1992) and Naidrett et ai. (1994) attribute 

footwali deposits to Sudbury Breccia conduits which transported copper-rich sulptiides that had 

fiactionated from contact deposits within Sublayer-fïiled footwail embayments. 



The radial and concentric quartz dionte offset dikes contain some of the largest suiphide 

deposits, particular1y the Copper CLiffûfEket (Cochrane, 1984). Gram and Bite (1984) note the 

occurrence of sulphides in areas with high xenolith populations, and suggest that the quartz 

diorite acted as a transport medium for the inclusions and suiphides into the footwd. 



Whistle Mine is located in a broacüy funnel-shaped Sublayer ernbayment (approximately 350 

metres wide) into footwall Archean migmatitic rocks at the extreme northeast corner of the SIC 

(Figure 3.1). To the northeast, over a distance of 800 to 1000 metres, the embayment narrows 

into an Offset dike that is brecciated and poorly de-; due to lack of exposure, the detailed 

nature of this transition is not evident in outcrop. Basal felsic norites of the Main Mass overlie 

the Sublayer towards the southwest, and are characterized by the presence of abundant (up to 

>5%) anhedral anorthositic blebs up to over 2 cm in size that display a m d e  orientation, 

dipping 3 0 degrees to the southwest . . 

The Sublayer at Whistle embayment is in contact with Mafic Norite of the Main Mass, with 

approximately 20 metres of Mafic Norite evident at the base of the SIC, although thicknesses 

of over 60 metres of rnafic rock sunilar to Main Mass Mafic Norite have been reported based 

on drill core (Bite, 1994, pers. corn.). These have previously been attributed to depressions 

within the Sublayer norite (Fattison, 1979). 

The contact between the Main Mass and the Sublayer dips approximately 30 degrees to the 

southwest, with patches of Felsic Norite reported to be contained within the Mafic Norite at 





less than five metns fiom the contact; m e n t s  of WC Norite up to 10 cm also oau within 

the base of the Felsic Norite (LiBhtfoot, 1995, pers. conun.). This may correspond to an 

apophysy of Sublaya and/or Ma6ic Norite Ulto the base of the Felsic Norite. 

The footwall rocks of Whistle Embayment and Offset are a series of granitoids and migmatites. 

Wtthin a large zone at the northeast coma of the embayment (Plate 3.1), a hybrid zone of 

Sudbury Breccia, amphi'bolite and diabase (Plate 3 2) cuts the the f o o d  at approxhatdy 

right angles to the margin of the embayment (Figure 3.2, Map 2 - Appendk E). This hybrid 

rock can also be found in similar relationships with footwaü breccia (Bite, 1994, pers. comm.). 

Extensive green copper staining marks the walls of the pit in this area, and chalcopyrite-nch 

sulphide stringers up to 30 centimetres wide can be found in granitoids and within recrystallized 

Sudbury Breccia. Figure 3.3 is a diagrammatic representation of the intermixed rock types 

within this zone. Recrystallized Sudbury Breccia is intermixed with fhgments of medium to 

coarse-grained arnphibolite and fine-grained diabase, with the contacts between these three 

rock types often being gwhtional. Aplitic veins crosînit Archean granitoids dong the eastern 

margin of the Sudbury Breccia zone, and a h  cross-cut Sudbury Breccia S d  scale epidote 

stringers foliow h r e s  and joints, somaimes BSSOCi8fed with mnobilized leucocratic material 

and minor amounts of chalcopyrite. The zone of me!tamorphosed and recrystallued Sudbury 

Breccia associateci with chalwpyrite stringers and pods in close pro* to the contact 

sulphide deposit 4 t h  the embayment are indicative of the footwaJl deposit setting of 



ate 3.1 Zone of Sudbury Breccia, amphi'boiite and hornfelsed gabbro-diabase intruding f o o d  
Archean gneiss at the NE corner of Whistle Mine (see Figure 3.2). Remobilized chalcopyrite 
miueraiiaîion is abundant within this zone, with individual stringers of ove; 3 centimetres- 

Plr &te 3.2 Hybrid rock of Sudbury Breccia, amphiilite and hornfelsed gabbro-diabase intruding pink 
Archean gneiss (Levack CompIex). Note chalcopyrite mineraiization in very top portion of the 
firame. The sledgehammer is approxhakly 1 m in length. 





Sudbury Breccia Cpy-rich massive sulphide 

Fine-grained diabase Epidote 

Amphiboiite 0 Leucocratic fragment 

Granitoid (footwd) APPROXIMATE SC ALE 

Figure 3.3 Diagarmmtic sketch of relationships within the mctamorphosed Sudbury Breccia unit. 

Momson et al. (1994). The structure of the zone indicates the passage of hot hydrothemd 

fluids, manifesteci in the thermal metamorphic effécts on the Sudbury Brrccia, the epidote 

alteration stringers and the abundant amphibole and amphiboiite. The zone may have acted as 

the conduit for the transport of hctionated chalcopyrite-rich sulphides into the footwaii 

facilitateci by hydrothed fluids. 



Severai Sublayer types exkt within Whistle Embayment, first d e ~ ~ l k d  by Pattioon (1979), and 

display a very b r o d  zonation fiom the contact with the basal nontes of the Main Mass out 

towards the Whistîe offset (Figure 3.4). The Sublayer matrBr withh the proximai podon 

(mouth of the fûnnel) and towards the core of the embayment neer the Main Mass contact is 

dominated by a sub-poikilitic to non-poikilitic textureci hypersthene-rich nonte (Orthopyroxene 

Sublayer) where cumulate hypersthene mges up to 50 modal percent (Lightfioot a al., 1997) 

and sulphides range from disserninated to blebby. 

Based on drill cure data, the distal portion of the anbaymemt appears to grade into a more 

leucocratic norite, where grains of cumulus pyroxene display highiy corroded margins and 

pitted cores, quartz appuirs as an intercumulus phase, and large âagments of diabase ouau 

within the matrk. Due to the lack of sudâce exposure, the detailed nature of this transition is 

difncult to determine. The transition fiom embayment to OffSet is rnarked by a change in 

matrix type fiom the leucorntic norite and to inclusion-rich quartz diorite which is hosted in 

brecciated footwall granitoid and gneiss (Lightfoot et al., 1997). The nature of this transition is 

dinicult to determine as this portion of the embayment is wvered by the waste-rock piles fiom 

the open pit mining operatiom. Grant and Bite (1984) desa i i e  an inaease in quartz-nch 

Sublayer rocks as the embayment sûucture narrows into an Offkt dike to the northeast. 

Approxhately 450 metres from the Main Mass contact, the û f b t  is 10-30 metres wide and 

made up of large Eragments of hypersthene-rich quartz diorite in a siliceous Fwtwall Breccia 



SKFTCH PLAN: 
WHIST LE MINE 
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Massive sulphide enclosing 
ultramafic inclusions 

Inclusion-bearing quartz 

Figure 3.4 Diagrammatic representaîion of the structure of WhisCle Embayment (Ligbtfoot et al., 1997). 

Massive sulphide mineralization occurs in two major zones dong the margins of the embayrnent 

as  pyrrfiotite-rich inclusion-bearing sulphides with up to 5 modal percent pyrite porphyroblasts 

and grades of 2-3 wt.% nickel (Ni), 0.2 wt.% copper (Cu) and Iess than 500 ppb platinum (Pt) 



and palladium (Pd) (Lightfoot et al., 1 995a). 

The primary massive sulphide-bearing zone - tamed GPIS for Gabbro Peridotite Inclusion 

Sulphide (Gordon M o d n ,  INCO Exploration and Technical S e ~ c e s ,  1996, pers. cornm.) - 

follows the northem footwail contact zone of the Whistie Embayment and consists of a rnatrix 

of massive to fragmentai pyrrhotite nilphide and leucocratic granitic breccia hosting a variety of 

rnafïc and ultramafic inclusions, fiagments of footwall-denved granitoids, and noritic fiagments 

that appear texhirally and mineraiogically similar to the silicate Sublayer matrk. 

Inclusions associated with massive sulpkide 

Inclusion content and type varies greatly withui the Sublayer at Whistle Mine. The most 

plenùful inclusion type throughout the ernbayment is an oxide-rich fine-grained diabase with or 

without plagioclase glomeroporphyriths. Mon of these inclusions average just a few 

centimetres in size, but inclusions over one metre can occur. There are also isolated 

occurrences of gabbroic and Humnian-type (qua-plagioclase) inclusions, large rafts of 

footwall gneiss, and fiagments simdar Li Mneraiogy and grain size to Felsic Norite near the 

contact with the SIC (Lightfoot, 1995, pers. comm.). Srnall leucocratic pods and stringers of 

quartzo-feldspathic material are scattered throughout the Sublayer, often displaying a whispy 

tsmire where the edges of the stringers seem to intnide between grains in the surrounciing 



rock giving the appearance of indistinct and gradationai marmargins. These leucocratic stringers 

are often associated with small scaie fhctures and slickensides, and may be due to late stage 

0uid remob'ition within the ernbayment. Despite their occurrence in other embayments 

(Scribbins et ai., 1984; Rae, 1975; Hewins, 1971; Scnïbins, 1978), no inclusions of peridotite, 

dunite, harzburgite, or websterite occur at Whistie Mine. 

The major focus of this study deais with mafic and u l t r d c  inciusions that occur in two 

distinct environrnents: (1) within the massive-sulphide bearing zones of the Sublayer associated 

with a matrk of massive sulphide and granitic breccia, and (2) withùi the ulicate rnatrix of the 

noritic Sublayer. The dominant inclusion type within the massive suiphide-bearing zone is a 

coarse to medium-grained mafic rock (Plate 3.3, Figure 3 -5 ,  Map 2 - Appendix E) that has 

undergone extensive talc-chlorite-serpentine alteration. The alteration has made primary 

mineralogical identification difiïculf and up to this point this group of inclusions has been 

collectively given the histonc field term metqyroxenite. The details of their petropphy will 

be discussed in later sections, but for the purposes of îhis discussion they d l  be referred to as 

altered melanontes. Coane-grained aitered melanorites comprise at least 75 percent (by 

volume) of the inclusion population within the massive suiphide-bearing zone. Inclusion 

content of ail types within the zone ranges fiom less than one percent ( w i t h  massive sulphide) 

to greater than 80 percent. Inclusions display sharp contacts with the mclosing rnatrk, and 

larger inclusions are usuaily bounded by slickensides. These slickensides can be attributed to 

post-emplacement tectonism within the embayment as they pass around the margins of large 

inclusions h e a d  of crossnirting the inclusions, taking the path of least resistance to deviate 



Plate 3.3 Pyroxenitic inctusion (centre of fiame) within massive suiphide and Ieucocratic breccia (see 
Figure 3.5). Note subrounded shape. Harnmer is located at one edge of the inclusion and is 
approximateiy 35 cm. 

strain. As opposed to the more angular nature of footwall inclusions (Fhidrett et ai., 1984; 

Rae, 1975, Cowan, 1968), these inclusions tend to be subrounded to rounded, with the long 

axis often oriented subpardel to the vertical rnarguis of the ore-bearing zone. The inclusions 

range in size nom £ive centimetres up to two metres (Plate 3.4, Figure 3.6, Map 2 - Appendix 

E), and are often rimmed by sulphide, which tends to be more chalcopyrite-rich than the buik of 

the sulphide in the zone. 
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Figure 3.5 Verlieal section of ultramafic inclusion (AOM) o f  mctapyroxenitc h m  wiihin the massive wlphidc zona. 



Within the inclusions, sulphide content ranges fkom bamn (c0.2 %) through weakiy 

disseminateci (<OS %) to blebby or patchy (zl %), often with a concentration of 

chahpyrite-rich alphides at the marpins of an inclusion. The inclusions have distinctive 

cumulus textures and rarely faint fàbrics of cumulus grains aligned to the long axis of the 

inclusion are evident (Plate 3.5, Figure 3.7, Map 2 - Appendi E). A distinctive feature in the 

field is the high biotite content of these inclusions (up to > 1 0 %). Some biotite grains ex& a 

centimetre, apparently having s u ~ v e d  the extensive talechlorite dteration suffered by the bulk 

of the mineralogy. On a broad scale, altefed melanonte inclusions tend to be larger when 

associated wit h leucocratic breccia; when massive su1 p hide predominates as the rnatrk, 

inclusions tend to be smaller and more angular, often appearing as hgments of larger 

inclusions that have been broken up by veins of pyrrhotite. Also included within the massive 

adphide-bearing zone are fragments of norite (up to >1 m), possibly derived nom the Sublayer 

mat* and large rafts of granitoid (>5 m) apparentiy derived fiom the immediate footwaii. 

Mafic to UItramafic Inclusiorts associiatd with silicaîe Sublayer 

Within the orthopyroxene-rich Sublayer occur discreet pods of w asse-grained 

poikilitic-textured olivine melanorite to melanorite that, unlike the bulk of the Sublayer matrk, 

can contain up to 20 modai percent olivine and up to 12 modai percent biotite. The contacts 

between olivine melanorite and the Sublayer matnx are identifiable in the field prirnarily by the 

presence of slickensidu and/or a change in grain size between the corne-graineci 

cumulus-textured inclusions and the igneuus-textured Sublayer ma&. These contacts can be 



Plate 3.4 Large pyroxenite inclusion (see Figure 3.6). The hiimmer markS a sample site at the right 
edge of the inclusion and is approrcimately 1 metre in Ietigth. 

Plate 3.5 Pyroxenite inclusion within massive sulphide and leuamatic breccia (see Figure 3.7). The 
edge is marked by the hanmer, which is approxhateiy 35 centimetres. Note the subrounded 
shape of the incIusion, its long-axis alignment with the vertid marghs of the ore zone (in 
ttuee dimensions) and the f i t  vertidy-onented fabric. 
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Figure 3.6 Vertical section of metapyroxenitc (AOM) inclusion within the massive sulphido zone. 





sharp to broadîy gradational over a distance of a few cedmetrcs. Wbile the olivine melanorites 

bave been sbidied as inclusions, based on their podiform morphoiogy and th& mindopical 

and texturai distincthmess fiom the bullc of the siücate Sublayer matm, the indistinct nature of 

the contacts calls into question the use of the temi inclusion to describe the olivine melanorites. 

One large pod of olivine melanonte meanires 18 W.% Mgû on one margin and 6 W.% Mg0 

on the otha (Lightfoot et al., 1995a,b). Pods of olivine melanorite are offai bounded by 

slickensides. They occur as rounded pods nom two cenfimetres to pods which masure over 

five metres in aü visible dimensions. These pods are offen display a nibbly weatherhg pattern. 

wthin the more siiiceous gabbronontic Sublayer towards the distai portion of the embayment, 

melanorite pods become less plentifid, do not contain Eesh o h e  (pseudomorphs after olivine 

do occur), and are sub-poikilitic to poikilitic textureci. These are accompanied by a group of 

medium to coarse-grained hypersthene gabbro to melagabbro pods that tend to have very 

indistinct margins withui the Sublayer matrix (Plate 3 -6). These pods can range up to more 

than three metres in diameter (Plate 3.6, Figure 3.8, Map 2 - Appendix E). 

Sulphides tend to be blebby to patchy within the inclusions, with chalcopyrite-nch stringers. 

These stringers are generaily associated with large grains of biotite and amphibole, perhaps 

deposited by the actions of a late-stage fluid. Melagabbro inclusions tend to be more altered 

than those closer to the wre of the embayment, and have hegular, indistinct contacts with the 

surrounding Sublayer ma&. The simiiarity in Mnefalogical charaaer to the associated silicate 



Plate 3.6 Hypersthene melagabbro inclusion within two-pyroxene Sublayer norite (see Figure 3.8). 
The rnargins of the inclusion are marked by the fïrst and third (nom the leR) pieces of yellow 
flag tape. The indistinct rnargins of this inclusion are typical of this inclusion type. The 
hammer is approximaîely 1 metre - the yeliow portion marks the l& wgin of the inclusion. 

Sublayer mat* plus the variations in texture and grain size within the inclusions themselves, 

ofien make it dficult to distinguish a possible inclusion fiom the Sublayer mat* particularly 

in cases of centimetre-scale pods. 

Sumpling at WhMe Mine 

Due to the fact that oniy a portion of Whistle embayment is exposed, and due to the 

unavailability of drill core, collection of mafic and ultramafic inclusion samples was 





concentratet! within the main massive sulphide-bearing zone, where exposure was best. As a 

basis of cornparison, samples of olivine-bearing melanorite pods were dected  nom within 

orthopyroxene-rich Sublayex, and samples were takm fiom a Iimited number of gabbroic rnafic 

pods exposed witbin the gabbronoritic Sublayer towzuds the distal portion of the embayment 

(Map 2 - Appendix E). Inclusion sarnplw were at least 2 lrilograms in site whae possible, and 

up to 5 kilograms where ample material was adable.  Where possibIe, sarnple material was 

coiiected nom the core of inclusions to obtain the fieshest sample possible. Inclusions were 

coiiected in situ where exposed to provide a degree of control in regards to the enclosing 

matrix and the position within the embayment, although a ltnited number of boulder samples 

were coliected. 

The resuiting inclusion suite allows for the cornparison of inclusions fiom two distinct 

environments: (1) the massive-sulphide bearuig zone, where inclusions are contained within a 

matrix of granitic breccia and massive-sulpbide and have undergone extensive alteration, and 

(2) the noritic Sublayer where the inclusions are contained within a silicate rnatrix, and retah a 

p a t e r  degree of prirnary mineralogy. In addition, a limitecl number of arnphibolitic inclusions 

were coliected fiom the Sudbury breccia zone at the northern footwail contact of Whistle 

Embayment (Map 2 - Appendix E). The most plentiful inclusion type within the Whistle 

Embayment is a finegraineci diabase. Although they occur as inclusions in aU Sublayer phases 

and an simiiar to diabase rafts occurring in the irnrnediate footwaü, the diabase inclusions were 

not studied as part of this thesis and the reader is r e f d  to Lightfoot et ai. (1997). 



Uitramafic inciusions ouw within the massive sulphide-bearing portions of the Onsets, 

associateci with inclusion-rich quartz diorite and leucocratic breccia. Their intimate associaiion 

with rnineralization within the m e t s  corresponds to the ultramafic inclusions fiom the Contact 

Sublayer. In addition to samples coiiected fiom Whistie Embayment, a Limited nurnber of 

samples were coiieaed frorn the Parkin, Foy and Ministic CMkets (Figure 3.9) in the North 

Range of the SIC for the bais of initiai regional comp~sons to hveseigate their relationship 
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Figare 3.9 Locations of the study areas and inciusion collection sites in the North Range of the SIC. 



to Contact Sublayer inclusions. Ulimdic indusions are associateci with mineralized portions 

of the offsets, which are located dong the margins of the Offsets in discontinuous zones of 

inclusion-rich quartz diorite, granitic breccia, massive sulphide, and Sudbury Breccia. The 

ultrarnafic inclusions are accompanied by Eiagments of amphibolite, d fragments of diabase, 

and fragments fkom the m u n d i n g  country rocks. kiclusions generdy average less than five 

centimetres, but inclusions up to one metre do occur. Samples were selected fiom the wre of 

the inclusions in order to obtain as eesh a sample as possible for mineralogical and geochemical 

study. 

The southem margin of Parkin Offset extends fiom the northeast corner of the SIC 

approxirnately 2 kilometres nonh of Whiale Mine, trending approximately 030 degrees (Figure 

3.10). Footwall rocks include felsic and mafic metavolcanic rocks, Nipissing gabbro, 

calcareous sedimentary rocks of the Espanola Formation and a variety of wackes and arkosic 

sedimentary rocks of the Serpent, Lorraine, Gowganda and Bruce Formations (Grant and Bite, 

1984). The Offset may have originally been continuous with the Whistle Offset dike, but has 

now been displaced to the northwest by a suiistral fault. 

The proximd portion of the Parkin Offset north of the fault is comprised of an anastomoshg 

network of subparailel dikes of pyroxene-rich quartz with 0.5 - 2% suiphide (Lightfoot et al., 

1997) intmding mafic metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks of the Huronian Supergroup. 



Figure 3.10 Regional setting of the Parkin OnSet within Parkin Township. 



The sheets and dikes of quartz diorïte range fiom several centimetres tu over 30  metres. The 

dominant inclusion is a fine-grained pyroxene-rich diabase, and anhedrd clusters of feldspathic 

minerals are common. The margmai country rocks are dombmtIy quartz porphyries, which are 

sûongly brecciated and cut by Sudbury Breccia, with the breccia zones extending up to over 30 

metres into the country rocks. The breccia zones contain abundant diabase hgments and 

fkagrnents of q u m  diorite, both cut by Sudbury Breccia (Lightfoot et ai., 1997). Within the 

firn three kilornetres of the southem portion of the Onset, the Miset merges into a single dike 

15 metres wide that narrows down to 1 metre, with a correspondhg reduction in the width of 

the massive dphide-bearing zone (Lightfoot et al., 1997). The Offket îhen terminates into a 

quartz diorite breccia, appears again as an amphibolitic quartz dionte 50 metres to the no* 

continues for several metres, and once again pinches out as a quartz diorite breccia. The 

breccia contains fiapents of quartz dionte, granite, gneiss, metavolcanic rocks. diabase and 

pyroxenite, with the quartz diorite becoming more felsic and richer in quartz (Grant and Bite, 

1984). This breccia zone is continuous up to 100 metres from the Milnet Mine ( s e  Figure 

3-10). where the Offset reappears as a pyroxene-rich quartz dionte containing podiform 

sulphides (Lighdoot et al., 1997). 

In the vicinity of the Milnet Mine, the Offset turns to the northwest at a trend of 320 degrees, 

continuhg for a distance of 500 metres before changing direction back to the northeast at a 

trend of approxhately 020 degrees (Grant and Bite, 1984). This change in direction 

corresponds to the development of a carbonate horizon marking the contact between the 

Espanola and Bruce Formations. This northwea trending segment is composed of 



amphibole-biotite quartz diorite comalliing hgments of country rock up to 2 metres in 

diameter (Meyn, 1970), with xenoiith contest of the dike ranghg fiom 10 to 9% (Grant and 

Bite, 1984). Mineraikation at Milnet Mine OCCUTS as pods of massive suiphide within quartz 

diorite and marginal Sudbury Breccia zones (Grant and Bite, 1984). North of Milnet Mine, the 

Offset continues for approximately another 10 kilometres as a leucocratic quartz dionte with 

blebby sulphides (Lighâoot et al., 1997). 

Along the length of the dike, massive suiphide mineralization occurs in discontinuous zones at 

the margins of the Offset or within the immediate country rocks associateci with Sudbury 

Breccia. Discontinuous chalcopyrite-rich sulphide veins range from a few centirnetres to over 1 

metre in width within inclusion-rich quartz diorite containing fragments of arnphibolite, diabase, 

leucocratic feldspathic fragments, and a suite of coarse-grained cumulate textured rnafic to 

ultramafic inclusions. Large mafic to ultramafic inclusions up to over 1 metre are intimately 

associated with massive sulphide and a leucocratic graniàc breccia. Inclusions are generally 

subrounded, although fiagmental inclusions occur where originally larger pods have been 

disrupted by leucocratic breccia. Samples were collected 6om mechanicdy stripped portions 

of the Offset dike located to the West of Portalance iogging road (Figure 3.1 1). 

The Foy Offset extends in a northwestem direction into footwall Archean granitoids dong the 

northem rnargin of the SIC (see Figure 3.9). It ranges in thickness fiorn approximately 400 
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Figure 3.11 Locations of grids where inclusion samples were coiiected in the southeni portion of the 
Parkin off". 



metres wide at the Main Mass contact to approximately IS metres wide at the most distal 

portions (Grant and Bite, 1984). A xenolithic norite rich in fragments of Sublaya rocks 

comprises the p r o d  portions of the Offset (Peson, 1979), and the marginai contacts of the 

dike are sharp and subparaliel due to numerous small apophyses of dike materiai intniding the 

surroundhg footwaii. As the dike extends towards the northwest, quartz diorite fkst appears 

3 kilometres away fiom the Main Mass contact (Grant and Bite, 1984). Sudbury Breccia is 

poorly developed dong the margins of the dike, although weli developed zones of FootvwaU 

Breccia are comrnon within the dike, niggestkig a cogenetic relationship (Pattison, 1979). 

Podiform suiphide minerabation occurs within the m e t  dike and the associated Footwall 

Breccia zones. 

The Offset dike maintains a consistent thichess until the Nickel offset Mine, where the dike is 

up to 120 metres wide. Xenolithic quartz dionte occurs within the core of the dike and hosts 

fkagrnents derived f?om local footwail rocks, including fiagrnents of metavolcanic, rnigmatitic, 

granitic and gabbroic rock up to 1 5 metres wide (Kornar, 1 972). Pods of massive sulphide up 

to 60 metres wide occur within the xenolithic quartz diorite (Card and Meyn, 1969). The 

margins o f  the dike are occupied by relatively inclusion-free and suiphide-poor quartz dionte 

(Grant and Bite, 1984). 

Ultrarnafic inclusions are associated with massive sulphide-bearing portions of the m e t  

(Figure 3.12). Boulder sarnples of ultramafic inclusions were coliected fiom two areas dong 

the length of the Offset: (1) an open pit beside Hollow Lake; (2) Nickel Onset Mine. Due to a 
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Figure 3.12 Sketch map of the Foy Offset-shcying incly$on~sa_mpIe _collection sites. 
p p p p p p p - - - - - - - - -  

lack of exposure, moa samples were colleaed fiom waste rock piles associated with the two 

sites. Sarnples are coarse-grained (platy grains exceeding 1 centimetre) and rich in pyroxene. 

The inclusions occur in a matrix of sulphide-rich quartz dionte, baseci on fragments fkom which 

inclusion samples were denved. One 6 centirnetre inclusion (93KF19) was coilected in situ 

h m  the massive suiphide-bearing zone of the ClfKset adjacent to Hoiiow Lake, and was 



contained within a matrix of inclusion-nch quartz diorite with massive sulpbides forming a rim 

approxinmteIy 0.5 centunmes wide around the inclusion- 

ï h e  Ministic Offset extends into footwd Archean granitoids, gneiss and migmatites at the 

northwest corner of the SIC (see Fig. 3.9). Previous literaîure is sketchy for the Ministic 

Offset, although Grant and Bite (1984) indicate it to be a smaller scale quivalent of the Foy 

met dike, based on petrographic evidence. Ultramaiic inclusions were collected fkom a small 

exposure of inclusion-rich quartz diorite next to Mosquito Lake (Figure 3.13) that contains 

abundant blebby sulphide. Large ultramafk inclusions exceeding 60 cenàmetres in size weather 

out of the rnineralized quartz diorite matrix as subrounded pods and nibbly fragments. 

Ultramafic inclusions are coarse-grained (platy intercumulus grains exceed 1 centhetre), 

biotite-rich and exhibit cumulus textures without any apparent fabrics of onented mineral 

grains. ültramafic inclusions occur within the massive sulphide-bearing portions of the Offsets, 

and are associated with inclusion-rich quartz diorite and leucocratic breccia. The intimate 

association of ultrarnafic inclusions with massive dphide mineralkation in Offset environments 

corresponds to sirniiar occurrences in the Contact Sublayer, and provides an initial basis for 

cornparison, based on a cornmon setting. The petrography and geochemistxy of the O&et 

inclusions will furthet detaii the nature of the Iuik between Offset and Contact Sublayer 

inclusions. A more ambitious sarnpling regime concentrathg on an OfEset environment(s) is 

needed, such as that accompanying the studies of Pekeski et al. (1994, 1995), to expand these 
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Figure 3.13 Sketch map of t h  Minisüc offset showing inclusion raniple collection sites 



initial investigations. 

su- 

(1) There is a broad zonation of Sublayer matrk types within Wbistle Emba- and 

Offset. Near the contact with the basal norites of the Main Mass of the SIC and in 

the core of the embayment is an orthopyroxene-rich Sublayer that is succeeded by 

progressively more siliceous variants towards the footwaIl contacts and the transition 

into the Whistle Offset, which is comprised of brecciated hyperçthene quartz diorite. 

(2) Ultramaîïc inclusions occur in ~o distinct zones: (a) associateci with massive sulphide 

mineralkation within a matrix of massive suiphide and leucocratic granitic breccia; (b) 

and within the silicate matrix of the noritic Sublayer. Ultramafic inclusions within the 

ore zone have sharp contacts with the surrounding rnatrix. cm be up to 2 metres in 

size, are subrounded, biotite-rich, and extensively altered. Within the noritic Sublayer, 

inclusions are poikilitic to sub-poikilitic textured, up to 5 metres in size, and can have 

gradational contacts with the silicate rnatrix of the Sublayer . 

(3) Ultramafic inclusions occur within the massive suiphide-bea~g portions of the 

Onsets, associateci with inclusion-rich quartz diorite and leucocratic breccia. Their 

intimate association with mineralkation within the Wsets corresponds to the 

ultrarnafic inclusions fiom the Contact Sublayer. 



4.1 - U%Me Embaylt~ent Inclusions 

Approximately 75 thin sections were made of inclusions collecteci for this study as part of an 

integrated study of the Sublayer environment (Famell et al., 1993, 1994, 1995; Lightfôot and 

Farrell, 1993 ; Lightfoot et al., 1994; Lighaoot et ai., 199Sa). This group of samples includes 

samples collected to characterire variations across the contacts between melanorite pods and 

Sublayer rnatrix in order to study the rnorphology and sharpness of the contacts. The two 

dominant rnafic to uitramafic inclusion types within the Sublayer at Whistle Embayment are the 

altered melanorites fiom the massive sulphide-bearhg zone(s) and the olivine melanorites and 

melanontes &om the orthopyroxene-nch noritic Sublayer. 

Due to the extensive alteration of many of the inclusions, partinilady those firom withùi the 

massive-suiphide-bearing zone, modal mineralogicd analysis focused on the ffesher inclusions 

from within the noritic Sublayer. A total of 24 rocks were point counted (n=lZOO), with the 

final counts being an average of three determinations for each sample. A sumrnary of resuits 

for major inclusion types is provided in Table 4.1; complete point counting resuits are 

presented in Appendix A. The inclusions were classineci based on their modal mineralogy using 

a classification scheme from Rae (1975), with this scheme having been origllially adapted fiom 



adapted nom Streickeisen's (1  973) classification. W1th inclusioos assoeated with a massive 

sulphide ma&, the primaty mineralogy bas been wmpletely dtered in most cases. However, 

reiict textures can ofken be identifiai, and based on the amount and type of alteration minerais 

present, the prhnary mineralogy of the extensively altered inclusions was estimated where 

possible. A buk rnineralogical estimate for the altered melanorites h m  within the massive 

nilphide-bearing zone is inchded in Table 4.1 

Rock Type 

Olivine 
melanorite 

Melanorite 

Hyper st hene 

Olivine Opr 

melagabbro/gab bro 21.6 

Altered 15-25  20 -35  
Melanorite* 

Table 1.1 Su- of results of point-counting andysis. Complete resuits are in Appendi.. A. Given 
are the ranges observeci for modal mineralogical contents of the major inclusion types. 
Uxïdes are spinel, chromite. magnetite (*estimate based on alteration minerals and texturai 
features); û p x  = orthoproxene; Cpx = clinopyroxene. 

Contact between inclusion and matrrjc 

The contacts between the olivine melanorite and melanorite inclusions and the Sublayer matrix 

are always very indistinct. OccasionaUy, there is a zone of fine opaques, possibly sulphide, that 



brody defines the margin of the inclusion. A zone of f ina-med  Sublayer c m  sometimes be 

associated with melanorite contacts, but the contact is best defineci by a change fkom poilcWc 

texture (imclusion) to non-poikilitic texture (ITSM). This change is gradational over a few 

millimetres, and the large cumulus grains and oikioaysts of the inclusion are not tnmlliated at 

the contact, but protmde into the Sublayer mMNr. In raser cases where the gradation ranges 

over several centirnetres, patches of poikilitic-textured material are developed within the 

contact zone. 

Melanorite pods have very indistinct contacts with the ITSM, and are composeci primarily of 

vaxying amounts of pyroxene, plagiodasel biotite* and various accessory phases. Fine- to 

cuarse-grainai cumulus orthopyroxene occurs as tabuiar to prismatic subhedral to anhedral 

grains poikiiiticaiiy enclosed within large op t idy  continuous grains of intercumulus 

plagioclase. Apatite, zircon, baddelyite and spinel occur as euhedral grains endosed within 

orthopyroxene and plagioclase. Intercumulus ciinopyroxene occurs in minor amounts, usualy 

as ragged anhedral grains intergrown dong the rnargins of large orthopyroxene grains. Biotite 

and sulphide also occur as interaunulus phases. Alteration of prirnary rnineralogy to 

serpentine, talc and chlorite commody ranges up to 10 percent, and is most intense in contact 

with sulphide. Melanonte pods are texhirally and mineralogicaily similar to Main Mass Mafic 

Norite. Mafic Norite is primarily an orthopyroxene cumulate ranghg up to 40 to 60 percent 



hypersthene, with the hypenthene grains poikilitically enclosed withui plagioclape (Nddrett and 

Hewins, 1984). 

Olivine Melanorite 

Olivine melanorite is characterized by platy grains of cumulus hypersthene over a centimetre in 

size and intercumulus biotite, plagioclase and minor pyroxene; pyrrhotite suiphides range fiom 

barren to blebby. While the largest pods are Uivariably bounded by slickensides, srnaiier pods 

tend to have indistinct contacts with the swounding Sublayer matrix. The contact is 

mdested in a texturd change fiom the couse-grained poikilitic texture of the olivine 

melanorite to the sub-poddïtic to non-poikilitic texture of the enclosing orthopyroxene-rich 

Sublayer, with the transition taking place over a few millimetres or a few centimetres. 

Coarse-grained olivine melanorite inclusions (Plate 4.1) are cornpriseci of varying amounts of 

cumulus olivine, spinel and orthopyroxene with intercumulus biotite (up to 12 modal percent), 

plagioclase and pyroxene. Magnetite, chromite, apatite (up to 0.2 modal percent), zircon and 

baddelyite (Cork, 1994, pers. comm.) can also occur enclosed within intercumulus phases. 

Sulphides (predominantly pyrrhotite) are intercumulus and also occur dong cleavage planes in 

biotite. 

Olivine u d y  ocam as nesh and altered smd, rounded to subrounded grains nom 0.1 to 0.5 

rnillimetres, enclosed within biotite, plagioclase and orthopyroxene oikocrysts (Plate 4.2). 



,te 1.1 9 G F 3  - olivine melanorite. Nok the poikiiitic texture af cumulus olivine (1) and spinel (2) 
within orthopyroxene (3) and intercumulus plagioclase (4) (40x). 

k 4.2 94KF3 - olivine mehorite. Note olivine cha&myds (1) in orthopyroxene (3), biotite (5) and 
plagioclase (4), as well as alteration of olivine to talc and opaque material (20x). 



Resorption textures are common, often giving the olivine the appearance of an interstitiai phase 

(Plate 4.3). Alteration of olivine and pyroxene to talc, serpentine and opaque phases occurs 

dong grain boundaries and s m d  fractures. Olivine grains within plagioclase are generdy 

fresh, but display more extensive alteration when within biotite, altering to serpentine and talc, 

and appearing as olivine pseudomorphs. Cumulus oxides (spinel, magnetite, chornite) occur 

with olivine as euhedral and subhedral grains within intercumulus phases (Plate 4.4). 

Orthopyroxene occurs a s  anhedral to tabular to minor prismatic cumulus grains (Plate 4.9, 

poikiiiticdy enclosed within plagioclase, and less ofien, biotite. Large anhedral intercumulus 

grains are less abundant, enclosing olivine and opaque phases. Grains can range up to 5 

rnillimetres in size, with cumulus grains averaging 0.5 - 2 millimetres, and often exhibit 

Plate 4.3 94KF5 - olivine melanonte. Resorbed olivine (1) has the appearance of intercumulus habit 
dong with orthopyroxene (3) and plagiociase (4) (40x). 



Plate 4.1 9- - olivine melanorite. Note euhedral spinels (2) in orthopyroxene (3) associated with 
cu~lluius olivine (1) (80~). 

Plate 4.5 94KF3 - olivine melanorite. Note cumulus orthopyroxene (3) within intercumulus 
plagiochse (4) texture of elongated resorbed olivine (1) (QOx). 



a pale pink pleochroism. Grains are oeen extensively fiactured with irregular margins, 

particularly in association with olivine. Alteration of orthopyroxene to talc dong the Eractures 

and the development of clinopyroxene dong grain boundaries is cornmon. Clinopyroxene 

occurs as rare subhedral grains of less than 1 millimetre to larger ragged, anhedrai grains up to 

1.5 miilimetres, occurring interstitiaiiy and usuaiiy intergrown with orthopyroxene (Plate 4.6). 

Plagioclase predominantly occurs as large opticdy continuous intercumulus grains, dthough 

rare cumulus lath-shaped grains of less than 1 miiiimetre rnay occur, ophiticdy to 

subophiticdy enclosed within orthopyroxene (Plate 4.7). Pleochroic red-brown biotite occurs 

as interstitial grains up to 4 mihetres in diameter. 

Plate 4.6 92PCL32 - olivine mehonte. Note anhedral ~Linopyroxene (6) associated with cumulus 
orthopyroxene (3) and intercumulus biotite (5); aiso note pseudomorphs afkr olivine (1) 
compriseci of serpentine and talc (4Ox). 



Plate 4.7 94KF 1 - olivine melanorite. Note cumulus plagiocb (4) grain enclosed within intercumulus 
orthopyruxene (3). as well as the cumulus olivine (1) within the plagioclase (20x). 

Plate 4.8 94KF1- oiivine melanorite. Intercumulus suiphide (7) enclosing fiesh oiivine (1) (4Ox). 



Smd lath-shaped to tabular grains of  apatite are enclosed within intercumulus plagioclase. 

Suiphide occurs interstitidy (Plate 4.8) and dong cleavage planes in biotite, and is usudy 

associated with alteration in the surroundmg rnatrk. 

Inclusions without fresh olivine 

Medium to coarse-grained melanorite, hypersthene gabbro and melagabbro inclusions (Plate 

4.9) were concentrared toward the diaal portion of the embayrnent. These inclusions are 

characterized by a decrease in the ratio of orthopyroxene to ciinopyroxene in cornparison to 

olivine melanorite and a poiMitic to sub-poikilitic texture. They are texturdy very sirnilar to 

Plate 4.9 93KF14 - Hypersthene melagabbro. Note orthopyroxene (3) in intercumulus plagioclase (4), 
and irregular embayed margins of the grains (40x). 



olivine melanorites but lack fiesh olivine, though minor olivine pseudomorphs can be found as 

masses of talc and serpentine. The inclusions toward the distal portion of the embayment tend 

to be more altered than those closer to the core. 

Pink pleochroic orthopyroxene occurs as large subhedral to anhedral grains that display 

extensive fracture and irregular embayed margins, with development of talc and serpentine 

along the fractures and at the margins. Clinopyroxene occurs as anhedral grains within 

intercumulus biotite and plagioclase and as alteration products intergrown along the margins of 

orthopyroxene grains, and larger clinopyroxene grains often display pitted cores (Plate 4.10). 

Cumulus opaque rninerals (mapetite, spinel) occur as euhedral ga ins  within plagioclase. 

Plate 1.10 93KF 13 - Hypersthene melagabbro. Note the clinopyroxene (6), orthopyroxene (3) and 
cumrilus plagioclase (P) with intercumulus plagioclase (4). Cores of cünopyroxene are pitted 
and or-opyroxene alters to talc and chlorite along Eractufes (40x). 



The vast rnajority of inclusions within the massive sulpbide zone have undergone extensive 

alteration, although rare sarnples of 5esh olivine melanorite inclusions can be found, g e n d y  

towards the margins of the zone. In the vast majonty of the ultramafic inclusions. the primary 

mafic mineralogy has been completeiy aitered to masses of talc. serpentine. chlorite and minor 

fibrous amphibole. As mentioned earlïer, these aitered indusions were originally given the field 

terni metapyroxenite, but for the purposes of these discussions WU be referred to as altered 

(olivine) melanorites, due to texturd and mineralogid f i e s  similar to those of the 

inclusions from within the silicate Sublayer matrix. 

The major aiteration products are serpentine (10-15%), talc (30dVh) and chlorite (1 5025%); 

serpentine is often restricted to discrete linear zones and in small rounded patches. possibly 

representing the typical alteration pattern of olivine and orthopyroxene, beginning at the 

rnargins of grains and progressing inward along fhctures (Nesse, 1986). Talc is present in 

great abundanq sometimes over 50 percent of the sample, usually as amorphous masses, 

though occasionally the outlines of tabular to irregular grains remain, presumably the remains 

of altered pyroxene. Chionte is common in linear patches and along fhctures. and as dense 

dark masses enclosing pseudomorphs of rounded grains composed of serpentine and talc, 

probably after o h e  (Plate 4.1 1). These ocnimences may be the rem- of large poikilitic 



Plate 4.1 1 Olivine pseudornorphs ( 1) withm cldo rite from altered melaonte inclusion (40x). 

intercumulus biotite grains (chlorite is the common aiteration product of biotite) enclosing 

cumulus olivine. Large masses of sencite andor saussurite - an aggregate of epidote minerais, 

sericite and other materials - ofien contain s m d  fragments of plagioclase; these patches often 

constitute 20-30 percent of the sarnple. 

Biotite is plentifid in these rocks as an intercumulus phase - exceeding 5 percent in sorne cases - 

and exhibits strain features (Plate 4.12). Sulphides occur dong cieavage planes, and biotite 

often contains rounded masses of talc and serpentine, usually outhed by opaques, a cornmon 

feature of ohvine pseudornorphs (Peck, 1993, pers. comm.). Cumulus opaque phases are also 

evident, panicularly within biotite (Plate 4.13). 



Plate 4.12 93KF 1 - strain shadows (s) within biotite fkom an aitered melanorite inclusion Iocated within 
the massive sulphide-bearing zone (80x). 

Plate 4.13 93KF5 - cumulus oxides (2) within intercumulus biotite (5) in an altered melanorite inclusion. 
Note the strain features in the biotite (s) and the oiivine pseudomorphs (1) (80x). 



Only minor amoums of fibrous amphîiole occur, probabiy as alteration products of 

clinopyroxene, indicating a d percentage of clinopyroxene within the original sample. 

The aiteration in most samples of inclusions associated with massive sulphide is very mensive, 

in many cases beyond the point where the outhe of relia grains cm be recognized. Where 

alteration has not been so extensive, or where the alteratiodreplacement of the primary 

rnineralogy has lefl b e h d  the outhes of the pre-existing phases, relict textures are preserved 

that display nriking parailels with the olivine melanorite inclusions found in the noritic 

Sublayer. Plates 4.14 through 4.1 7 Uustrate the marked textural sirniiarity between the altered 

hclusions from the massive-sulphide bearing zone and the o h e  melanontes, in particular the 

poikilitic textures of olivine (pseudomorphs in altered melanorites) within biotite (Plate 4.19), 

which is the major suMving prirnary phase in the altered inc;usions. OLivine pseudornorphs 

also occur in chlorite, with the chlorite preçumably an alteration product of pyroxene and 

biotite. Fragments of plagioclase cm be found in intercumulus habit enclosing masses of talc 

and opaques that may also be pseudomorphs of olivine. 

Melanonte pods are texturally and mineralogicaily similar to Main Mass Mafic Norite. M&c 

Norite is primarily an orthopyroxene cumulate ranging op to 40 to 60 percent hypersthene, with 



Plate 4.14 Poilatitic olivine melanorite - cumulus olivine ( 1) with intercumulus biotite (5) and 
plagioclase (4) (20~). 

Plate 1.15 Aitered melanorite inclusion fkom the massive suiphide-bearing zone, with intense alteration 
of primary mafic phases to talc, serpentine and chlorite. Note the olivine pseudomorphs (1) in 
intercumulus biotite (5) and within chlorite alteration products. Note fragments of plagioclase 
(4) within remains of extensively aitered intercumulus plagioclase grain (20x). 



.ate 4-16 Ohvule melanorite - cumulus olivine ( 1) and orthopyroxene (3) with intercumulus plagioclase 
(1) (40~). 

 te 4.17 Mtered melanorite inclusion kom the massive sulphide-bearing zone. Note pseudomorphs of 
o k e  (1)  and relict outlines of intercumulus grains in alteration field of predoxnimntly 
serpentine and chlorite, probably &er pyroxene and biotite. Note outline of reiict plagioclase 
grain (p) and fragments of plagioclase (4) in corner of fiame (40x). 



Plate 4.1% OLivine psuedomorphs ( 1 )  in biotite ( 5 )  in an aitered melanonte inclusion. Note straui 
shadows (s) in biotite, perhaps rndicatmg it is a pri- magmaric phase (JOx). 

The hypersthene grains poikiliticdy enclosed w i t b  plagioclase (Naldrett and Hewins, 1984). 

Olivine melanorite and melanorite pods have very indistinct contacts with the ITSM. Pan of 

the problem is their mineralogical (other than olivine) and texturai sLnilarity to the ITSM, being 

comprised primarily of varying amounts of pyroxene, plagioclase, biotite, and various accessory 

phases. This texturd characteristic c d s  into question the use of the terrn inclusion to describe 

many of these rocks. Where there is a lack of slickenside features or a zone of disseminated 

sulphide that mark; the edges of larger occurrences, these may be better described as podifom 

bodies of poikilitic material within a non-poikilitic ma& possibly analogous to disrupted pods 

of early-formed c d u s  material within a later magmatic pulse. 



Texturai feanires of the ulaamafic inclusions within the massive suiphide zone indicate they 

share a similar origin to the inclusions in the silicate Sublayer. The plastic ddormational 

feanies common to m a d e  derived inclusions (Rae, 1975) were not observed in any of the 

inclusions. There is a rnarked similarity in texture between apparent olivine pseudornorphs 

within the altered inclusions and the poikilitic olivine within the fresh olivine melanorite pods. 

The fragments of plagioclase within masses of sericite and talc in the altered inclusions rnay be 

remnants of larger intercumulus plagioclase grains. In addition, plentifid biotite survives in the 

altered inclusions as an intercumulus phase. It exhibits snain features that may indicate it is a 

primary mineralogical phase and no? a result of fluid alteration. Cumulus opaque phases are 

also evident within biotite, indicating these rnay also be primary phases if the same is asnimeci 

for biotite. AU these texturd features indicate the inclusions from the massive suiphide zone 

share similar ongins as the olivine melanorites and melanorites fiom the silicate Sublayer. In 

addition to the source for the inclusions, a common link between the inclusion types could have 

implications for the source and genesis of the sulphides in the Sublayer at Whistle Mine. 

Mineral analysis mategy (CAMECA SX-50 electron microprobe) concentrated on olivine 

chemistq, with d y s i s  taken across grains fiom rirn to core. A limiteci number of pyroxene 

and biotite grains were probed to compare them with similar phases fiom other occurrences. 

Additional compositional data for apatite, &con and chromite is also presented in this section. 

Sections were investigated for suitable grains using a scanning electron microscope, and 



photographs of target areas were taken as guide maps. These were used to relocate areas of 

interest on the section afker they were carbon-coated for microprobe anaiysis. Samples 94KF1, 

94KF3,9îPCL28, and 93PCL505 were used in the snidy. 

Olivine probe data are plotted in Figure 4.1. Robed olivines fiom olivine melanorite show no 

compositional variation between the grain core and the grain rim. Nickel contents range fiom 

925 - 1 575 ppm, averaging 1206 ppm, with forsterite contents averaging Fo, , (range Fo,, - 

Fo,J Whistle olivines f d  in the field of S h p b  and Smith (1970) common to layered 

intrusions (Fig. 4. l), and Ni contents do not indicate significant Ni depletion indicative of 

pre-cryaailization fiactionation of suiphide phases fiom the source melt for the inclusions. 

A limited number of pyroxene grains were probed, and the compositional data are presented on 

the diopside- hedenbergite-enstatite-ferrodite quacirilateral (Fig. 4.2). Orthopyroxenes are 

enstatites fding in the ranges common to the gabbroic rocks of the Skaergaard Intrusion and 

the layered sequence of the Bushveld Complex @eer et al., 1992). Augites fiom Whistle 

olivine melanorite correspond closely to diopsidic to augitic compositions in the basal 

sequences of the Bushveld Complex (A on Fig. 4.2) and Skaergaard Intrusion (B on Fig. 4.2). 

Pyroxenes fiom ultramafic inclusions in the Sublayer at Whistle also f d  within the fields for 

inclusions within North and South Range Contact Sublayer nom Nddrett et ai. ( 1 984), 

primarily represented by samples fiom the Creighton and Strathcona Mines. 

Biotite appears to be a major source for Ba within the inclusions; with the olivine melanorite 



Figure 4.1 Olivine microprobe data (Appendix BI. Note the narrow range of fomente content and the 
lack of variation berneen the nrns and cores of probed grains. 

pods usuaiiy containing over 10 modal percent biotite, that equates to a possible contribution to 

the rocks of over 200 ppm Ba and 0.6 W.% TiO- fiom biotite done. The inclusions average 

just under 400 ppm Ba (60-626 ppm) and 0.55 W.% Ti02 (0.25-0.9 W.%). 

Figure 4.3 presents compostional data for chromite (4.3a), zircon (4.3b) and apatite (4.3~). 

4.3a also includes a composition for a chromite within picrite tiom Pederson (1985) as a 

cornparison. Opaque phases occur in amounts sometimes exceeding 1 modal percent, and the 

anaiyses included here show elevated levels of T i 0  (up to 6.05 wt .%) and Cr20, (up to 19.08 
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/ Ficl& of omunrfic inchuions in North d Sou& 
Range Conrad Subiaya rt ibt base of the SIC 

Figure 4.2 woxene compositional &ta plotîed on the diopside-hedenbergiteetite-fenosilite 
quaârhteral. Compositional ranges and trends of Bushveld Complex and Skaergaard 
Intrusion are taken fiom Deer et al (1992); fields for uiixamafics from SIC Contact Sublayer 
are derived fiom Naldrett et al (1984). 

wt.%), with Ni contents exceeding 2800 ppm (Appendix B). Zircon appears to have played a 

d e  as a major host for Th and Y, with minor arnounts of Ce and P. Figure 4 . 3 ~  shows that as 

weU as being the major hoa for P, apatite played a significant role as a host for LREE, 

displaying sigmficant levels of La, Ce and Nd. 

3.2 - Inclusions from of/set Environmen6 

Ultramafïc inclusion samples were collected nom several mechanicaily stripped areas of the 

Offset south of the abandoned Milnet Mine (see Figure 3.1 1). The inclusions were associated 



Figure 4.3 Compositional data for accessory phases within the inclusions - chromite (a). zircon (b). and 
apatite (c). All data contauied in Appendix B. 

with massive sulphide mineralization in discontinuous zones of inclusion-rich quartz diorite and 

granitic breccia dong the margins of the Onset. Within mineralized zones of inclusion-nch 

quartz diorite, medium to coarse-grained ultramafic fragments constituted approximately 50-60 

percent of the inclusion population, which also hcluded fkagments of fine-grainai diabase, 



amphibolite, rare gabbroic fiagments, leucocratic feldspathic fragments, and fiagments of 

quartnte derived fiorn the surroundhg country rocks. Large u l t r d c  inclusions approaching 

one metre are intimately associated with massive nilphide and a leucocratic granitic breccia. 

Inclusions are generaliy subrounded, although hgmental inclusions occur where originally 

larger pods have been disrupted by granite breccia. 

Ail samples of ultramafic inclusions display extensive aiteration to secondary phases, 

pmicularly clinopyroxene and fibrous amphibole (Plate 4.19) - no fiesh samples were found 

among the coliected samples. Talc, white mica and chlorite occur dong the margins of 

scattered pyroxene grains, with alteration progressing inward along fkactures from grain 

margins. Relict outlines of grains replaced by amphibole and chlorite would seem to indicate 

these inclusions were origuially very high in pyroxene. Grain fiagrnents of plagioclase are not 

abundant. Very irregular. embayed grains of biotite are present in amounts of less than 5 modal 

percent, generally displaying pitted cores. Sulphide occurs as clumps of fine disseminations and 

along cleavage planes in biotite. 

Foy and Minidc Onsets 

Ulnarnafic inclusions were collected fiom two sites dong the Foy W e t  (see Figure 3.1 2) and 

from a site next to Mosquito Lake along the Ministic Offset (see Figure 3.13). Inclusions are 

associated with mineralized inclusion-rich quartz dionte. The buik of the wnples displayed the 



Plate 4.19 93KF53 - fibrous amphibole (A) marks the outline of pre-existing pyroxene grains (4Ox). 

characteristic aiteration to fibrous amphibole, clinopyroxene, talc and chlonte. One inclusion 

sample from the Foy Offset (93KF26 - Plate 4.20 - see Figure 3.12) and one frorn the Ministic 

Offset (93KF7 - Plate 4.21 - see Figure 3.13) retain the majonty of their prirnary mineraiogy, 

and display striking textural simildies to the olivine melanorite Uiclusions fiom Whistle 

Ernbayment. Subhedral to rounded olivine grains of O 1 to 0.2 millimetres are poikiliticaiiy 

enclosed within orthopyroxene, intercumulus plagioclase and biotite. 

Cumulus orthopyroxene grains up to 1.5 miiümetres are generally anhedral to subhedral and 



Plate 4.30 93 KF26 - cumulus olivine (1) in ohrine mehorite from Foy Onset (40~). 

Plate 4.21 93KF7 - olivine melanonte from Ministic Offset; cumulus olivine (1) in plagioclase (4) (20x). 



display extensive fiaauring, with talc and chlorite forming along the aachires. Ragged 

orthopyroxene grains up to 1.2 millimetres are usuaily intergrown with ciinopyroxnie dong the 

margins. Ciinopyroxene grains are invarïably ragged and rarely exceed 1 miflunetre, and are 

invariably associated with orthopyroxene. Plagioclase occurs as anhedral interstitial grains 

enclosing olivine and orthopyroxene, and rarely as s d e r  lath-shaped gains subpoikilitically 

enclosed within orthopyroxene. Intercumulus biotite grains up to 0.5 cm have ragged, o h  

indistinct margins, and sdphides occur along cleawtge planes. 

(1) Olivine melanorites fiom the noritic Sublayer show fresh poikilitic cumulate textures 

indicative of crystal accumulation. The lack of plastic deformational features and modal 

plagioclase contents of 20-30 percent for moa of these inclusions is also inconsistent 

with formation at the eievated pressures present within the mande (Green and 

Hibberson, 1970). 

(2) The contacts between the melanonte inclusions and the Sublayer rnatrix is indistinct. A 

textural change 5om poikiiitic (inclusion) to non-poik.tic (Sublayer &x) is generdy 

gradational over a range of a few millùnetres. Where the contact zone ranges over 

several centimetres, patches of poikilitic-textured material are developed within the 

non-poikilitic Sublayer matrk- This textural characteristic calls into question the use of 

the terni inclusion to describe many of these rocks, and these rnay be better described as 



podiform bodies of poikilitic materiai within a non-poiWc matrix, as opposed to 

inclusions s e ~ m i c t o .  This may indicate these pods were not fulS consolidated and 

stiiI hot at the time of their incorporation into the Sublayer ma& source magma. 

(3) Fresh olivine within nontic Sublayer inclusions disappears toward the distal portion of 

the embayrnent. Olivine pseudomorphs do occur, and the hclusions tend to be more 

altered, so this may be a poa emplacement eRect of aiteration. This feature is not 

well-defined within the available sample suite. 

(4) Mafic-uluarnafic inclusions &om the massive dphide-bearing zone have undergone 

exiensive alteration and do not retah their prirnary mineralogy. However, in rnany 

cases, relia textures are preserved and indicate a marked shdarity with the ultramafic 

olivine-bearing inclusions Eom the silicate Su blayer . Altered inclusions retaki 

poikilitic textures of olivine pseudomorphs within biotite (the major suMving primary 

phase) and chlorite (with the chlorite presumably an alteration product of pyroxene 

and biotite), and fkagrnents of intercumulus plagioclase grains can be found enclosing 

masses of talc and opaques that rnay ako be pseudomorphs after olivine. The texturd 

and apparent mineralogical similarity between these two rock types could have 

implications for the source and genesis of the inclusions found in the Sublayer at 

Whistle Embayment. Relating the inclusions genetically rnay provide a means of 

relating the noritic Sublayer matrix to the massive sdphides. 



( 5 )  Olivines fd within the field of layered intrusions with regards to Ni and Fo contents, 

and have a narrow range of Fo contents comparable to intrusions such as the Bushveld. 

Whistle olivines do not display a pronounced Ni-depletion that would indicate 

large-scaie fiactiomtion of suiphides fiom the source melt of the dtramafic rocks. 

Pyroxenes fiom Whistie ultrarnafïc inclusions fall withh the fields for inclusions fiom 

other parts of the Contact Sublayer of the SIC. Orthopyroxenes are enstatite and f d  

within the compositional ranges of s d a r  rocks nom the Bushveld Complex and 

Skaergaard Inuusion. Augites fkom Whistle ultramafics are sirnilar to those in the 

basal portions of Bushveld and Skaergaard. Biotites fiom olivine melanorite faIl within 

the compositional field of most natural biotites. Biotite is also a major source for Ba 

and Ti within the inclusions. Chromite shows elevated levels of Ti02 , zircon hoas Th 

and Y, and apatite has played a role in the concentration of L W ,  with elevated levels 

of La, Ce and Nd. 

(6)  The limited nurnber of inclusions collected fiom the Offsets display textural and 

mineralogical similarities with those at Whistle Embayment. 93KF7, collected fiom 

Ministic Offset, and 93W26, collected from Foy Offset, have the same poikilitic 

textures and similar mineralogical composition to the olivine melanorites of Whiale 

Embayment, an indication of a similar source. The altered inclusions nom the Offsets 

have the same relict poikilitic textures and extensive alteration of the altered melanorite 

inclusions frorn the massive suiphide-bearing zone at Whistle Mine, although they may 



have originaIiy be slightiy more pyroxene-rich. The Parich and Foy inclusions contain 

abundant fibrous amphibole, probably deriveci as an alteration pro& of clinopyroxaie, 

indicating a more pyroxene-rich primary mineralogy analogous to the melagabbro 

inclusions found in the distal portion of the Whistle Embayment. 



Introduction 

For the purposes of this discussion, inclusiodpod samples from the Whistle Mine have been 

divided into three groups: (1 ) aitered olivine melanorites associated with massive sulphide and 

breccias (AOM), (2) poikilitic-textured olivine melanorite pods (OMP) fiom within the silicate 

Sublayer, and (3) poikilitic-textured melanorite pods (MP) fkom within the silicate Sublayer. 

Inclusions from each of the Parkin, Foy and Ministic M s e t s ,  the non-poikilitic 

igneous-textured Sublayer matrix norite (ITSM) from Whistle Embayment, the Feisic Norite 

(FN) of the Main Mass, and the Quartz Dionte of the Parkin Offset (PQD) are aiso disaissecl. 

A symbols Iegend for the sarnple groups is provided in Figure 5.1. Andytical results are 

presented in Appendix C. 

Major elernent 

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 display the major element variations within the mafic-ultramafic suite of 

rocks fiom Whistle Mine. Ultramafic inclusions associateci with massive dphide range 

between 20.03 - 26.45 wt.% Mgû, olivine melanorite pods generally range between 15.4 1 - 
20.74 wt.% Mg0 (exception - sample 93PCL505 with 25.84 wt.% MN), and melanorite pods 

(without olivine) generally have between 10.73 - 14.1 3 W.% Mgû. The most mafic inclusions 

in Whistle Embayment are associated with massive sulphide, and are characterized by low S i 4  



WHISTLE EMBAYMENT SUBLAYER Abbreviation 

O Altered olivine melanorites and metamelanorites from 
the massive sulphide zone (26.45-20.03 wt.% MgO) AOM 

Olivine melanorites fkom within the silicate Sublayer 
rnaîrix (20.74- 1 5.4 1 W.% MgO) OMP 

Melanorites from within the silicate Sublayer matrix 
( 14.13- 10.73 ~ t . %  MgO) M P  

Igneous-textured Sublayer matrix - 30 samples (9.43- 
5.0 1 W.% MgO) (fiom Lightfoot. P.C.. unpub. data) ITSM 

MAIN MASS AND OFFSETS 

Ultramafic inclusion (metapyroxenite) from Parkin 
- Offset (average 1 5.1 8 W.% MgO) 

Ultramafic inclusion (olivine melanorite) from Foy 
Offset (average 18.55 wt.% MgO) 

Ultramafic inclusion (olivine melanorite) from Ministic 
Offset (average 18.55 wt0h MgO) 

i '  . . :  

Lightfoot. P.C.. unpublished data) 

Quartz diorite. Parkin Offset - 37 samples (from 
Lightfoot. P.C.. unpublished data) 

Figure 5.1 Symbok legcnd for geochemid plots. 

(Fig. 5.2a), TiO, (Fig. 5.2b), +O, (Fig. 5.2~). and vey low &O and N%O abundances (Fig. 

5.3c,d). 



Figure 5.2 Major dement oxide variations versus MgO; majors fkec &LOT; regression lines are besbfit 
Lines for inclusion samples. 

inclusions tend to show significant scatter in major element oxide abundances over a range of 

Mg0 contents, though broad systematic increases in SiO, 40, and N s O  aie obsewed with 

decreasing Mg0 content, with similar less distinct trends evident for TiO, and &O. The trends 

are wntinuous with the ITSM at the most felsic end (of Mg0 content) and the ultramafic 

inclusions fiom the massive sulphide zone at the mon mafic end. The inclusions fiom the 

ITSM occupy intermediate fields dong these trends, with the field for the olivine melanorite 

pods from the ITSM usually having a high degree of overiap with the field of the AOM. The 

poikiiitic-texturecl melanorite pods from the ITSM invdably occur in a broadly intermediate 
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Figure 5.3 Major oxi& dement variations with MgO; majors f/rœ &LOI; rcgrcssion lines are besbfit 
lines for inclusion samples. 

field between the fields for OMP and AOM and the ITSM. The FN and PQD occupy separate 

fields from the Sublaya rocks in all cases, with only a srnall degree of  overlap with the field for 

the ITSM in the cases of the alkali element oxides (Fig. S.3c,d). Significant scatter is displayed 

in the inclusion fields for F+03 (Fig. 5.2d), Ca0 (Fig. 5.3a) and M n 0  (Fig. 5.3b). Although 

some inclusions associated with massive sulphide show some depletion in MnO, the range of  

values for the various inclusion groups is similar over a range of Mg0 contents, and similar to 

that of the iTSM. In addition, the Fe@3 and Mnû contents o f  the Sublayer rocks (iiclusïons 

and ITSM) are distinctiy higher than that of the Felsic Nonte of the Main Mass and the PQD. 



Inclusi011~ f b n  the Minhic O f f k t  (2 samples; 16.5 and 20.6 W.% MN) and Foy Otfset (3 

samples; 18-05 - 1 8.8 1 wt.% MgO) have compositions which overhp the fields of the AOM 

and, to a greater degree, OMP. Inchsions fkom the P~~ Onset (4 samples; 13.76 - 1 5.98 

W.% MgO) generaily occupy aa intemiediate field between the OMP and the MP. 

Ni, Cu Vmmruîions 

Because Ni substitutes for Mg" in minerais such as o r n e  and orthopyroxene, there is 

generally a very strong positive correlation between the Ni contents of sulphide-free rocks and 

Mg contents; hence, the early ciystal fiactionates of magmas such as dunites and pendotites 

have both high Ni and Mg contents. The converse relationship exists between the Cu contents 

of sulphide-free rocks and their Mg contents. As surnmarized by Keays ( 1 999, whereas Ni is 

removed fiom fiactionabng mafic magmas with the early crystal phases, Cu, as a highly 

incompatible element, accumulates in the residual melt until the magma becomes S-sanirated. 

Despite a wide range in Mg0 content, fkom 1 0 to 27 wt.%, the uitramafic inclusions exhibit 

virtually no correlation between their M g 0  and Ni contents (Fig. 5.4b). Rocks with 27 W.% 

Mg0 would be expected to contain c. 1000 ppm Ni while those with 10 wt.% Mg0  would be 

expected to contain 1 50 to 200 pprn Ni (Faure, 1992). The fact that the inclusions wah 10 

wt.% Mgû contain 1 O00 pprn PB rather than 150 ppm Ni indicates that these rocks contain 

excess Ni. This excess Ni is probably contributed by magmatic sulphides. It should be noted 

that the host to the inclusions, the ITSM, is heavily endowed with magmatic adphides. Indeed, 
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Figure 5.4 Variations in NiKu ratio. Ni. and Cu with M g 0  content. 

the entire Sublayer contains abundant visible sulphides. These magmatic sulphides undoubtedly 

account for the high Ni contents of the ITSM (Fig. 5.4). Rocks with 5 to 9 W.% Mg0 would 

be expected to contain 150 to 200 ppm Ni, not 400 to 2000 ppm Ni. Hence, the buik of the 

ITSM probably contains magmatic dphides. 



Both the PQD and the FN exhibit very wide variations in Ni content with very W e  variation in 

Mgû content (Fig. 5.4). This variation in Ni contents is again most likely accounted for in 

terms of varybg magmatic suiphide content in these rocks. Indeed, the Ni contents of moa of 

the PQD and many of the FN sarnples are much in excess of rocks with 3 to 6 W.% Mg0 

(Faure. 1992). Some of the FN samples contain quite low NI contents for th& Mg0 contents; 

the very low Ni contents of these particular samples may suggest that they have loa to 

immiscible magmatic dphides. 

The Cu contents of the inclusions do show a very rough inverse correlation with Mg0 as 

predicted for ailphide-& rocks (Fig. 5.4). However, the correlation is very poor indeed; in 

additioq many of the samples contain over 200 ppm Cu. Such high Cu contents (up to 2000 

ppm) must be conuibuted by a dphide phase. The very high Cu contents of ail the ITSM 

smples must be due to the presence of magmatic dphides. SWariy, the wide range in the 

Cu contents of the PQD samples, from 40 to 2000 pprn Cu, is rnost iikely due to the presence 

of magmatic sulphides. The M samples also exhibit a very wide range in Cu content, fiom 10 

to 200 pprn Cu. Given that the low Cu contents of the FN are probably due to loss of Ni to 

irnmiscible magmatic sulphides, the low Cu contents of the sarne samples is also almost 

certainly attributed to loss of immiscible magmatic dphides. 

The average NKu ratio of the ITSM is very simiiar to that of the average mined Sudbury ore, 

nameIy 1 : 1 (Lighâoot et al., 1997; Fig. 5.6). This confkms îhat magmatic sulphides control the 

NI and Cu contents of the SIC. The MP have very sirnilar NiCu ratios to the ITSM and the 

average mineci Sudbury ore (Fig. 5 -6). However, these inclusions generally have very high 
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Figure 5.5 Variations in Ni and Cu versus sulphur content. 

Ni and Cu contents. Hence, it is probable that the Ni and Cu contents of the MP are also 

controiied primarily by suiphide content. The more magnesian inclusions generally have 

somewhat higher NiCu ratios. This probably resuits fiom a greater contribution of silicate 



to these inclusions. 

Sulphide control on the distributions of both Cu and are iliustrated in Figure 5.5. Each of 

the FN, ITSM and PQD adhere to a reasonably tight trend on both the Cu versus S (Fig. 5.5b) 

and NI vernis S (5%) plot. In particular, when plotted against S, the NiCu ratios of the FN, 

ITSM and PQD are constant, indicating that the Ndcu ratios of the samples do not vas, as a 

Eiinction of S content. From this we can deduce that the buik of the Cu and Ni in these rocks is 

contributed by dphides and that the NdCu ratio of these sulphides is constant. Figure 5Sa 

shows that some of the more magnesian inclusions have higher NdCu ratios than the TTSM, 

FN, and PQD. 

Perhaps the best diagram to iUustrate sulphide control on the FN, ITSM and PQD is a simple 

Ni versus Cu plot (Fig. 5.6). Figure 5.6 shows that these three groups lie dong a well defmed 

trend h e  which has an average Ni:Cu ratio of 1 : 1, which is the average NdCu ratio of sulphide 

ore production fkom Sudbury (Lighnoot et al., 1 997). Whereas aU of the MP samples lie dong 

this trend, some of the AOM and OMP samples do not. The fact that the AOM and OMP do 

not plot dong the sulphide control iine suggests they may have formed prior to the S-saturation 

event that led to the production of the ùnmiscible magmatic suiphide mineraikation; that is, 

these inclusions do not contain the imrniscible sulphides found in the Ml?, FN, TTSM, and PQD. 

Some of the FNsamples have p d d a r I y  low Ni and Cu contents (Fig. 5 -6). These low values 

rnay be due to loss of Cu and Ni to imrniscible magrnatic sulphides, as suggested above. The 

very high NdCu ratio of the Whistle massive sulphide will be disnissed in Chapter 6.  
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Figure 5.6 Ni and Cu variations between silicate rocks and massive suiphides: data for massive sulphides 
fiom Lighdoot et al. (1997). 

Compatible Trace EIements 

Figure 5.7 plots Sc and V against Mg0 content. with the Sublayer rocks (ITSM and inclusions) 

formuig distinct fields separate fiom the FN and the PQD. In many environments, Sc and V 

generaiiy exhibit sirnilar behaviour as both nrongly partition into pyroxene. Vanadium f o m  a 

coherem trend varying inversely with Mg0 content (Fig. 5.7a) - the lowest values are withùi 

the AOM and the trend is anchored at the other end within the field of the ITSM, with the FN 

and PQD forming entûely separate fields from the Sublayer rocks. Figure 5 . 7 ~  illustrates the 
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Figure 5.7 Compatible trace element variations. 

variations of V with TiO,. Vanadium versus TiO, defines a tight trend, which may indicate the 

influence of a phase such as titanomagnetite as a host for V. Scandium fields for the inclusions 

(Fig. 5%) are extremely scattered and display wide ranges in values for aii M g 0  contents. 

When Sc and V are plotted against one another (Fig. 5.7d), the FN, PQD and ITSM form a 

tight trend that is this is masked by a wide scatter in the plot of the inclusion population that 

has no discernible trend. 



Figure 5.8 plots severai incompatible trace elements against Mgû content. The inclusions have 

extremely wide scatter in the fields for Ce, Nb, Zr and Rb (Fig. 5.8ad), and the overd range of 

values is very s d a r  to that of the ITSM in ail cases, with no coherent variation trends 

benveen the inclusions and matrix with changing Mg0 content. The PQD forms distinctiy 

separate fields with higher contents from the Sublayer rocks in ail cases. The FN also forms 

separate fields with only srnail degrees of overlap with the ITSM, but the ranges of values are 

similar and overali abundances ody slightly higher than the ITSM. Although the FN and ITSM 
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Figure 5.8 Incompatible element variations with MgO. 



fonn entireiy separate fields, they have quite a similar range in Ce, Nb, Zr, and Rb contents, 

with the major ciifference being that the ITSM sarnpies have much higher Mg0 contents. 

Figure 5.9 iilustrates the differences in the hctionation arrays of the Sublayer rock compared 

to the FN and PQD, using ratios of various incompatible elements. The saiking characteristic 

displayed in these plots is that the mafic to ultramafic inclusions and ITSM fa11 on a separate 

trend from the FN and PQD in all cases. In addition, despite the close sindarity in texture and 

mineralogy (see Chapter 4) between Main Mass Mafic Norite and many of the olivine-f?ee 

Sublayer inclusions (MP), the samples of Main Mass M&c Nonte (P.C. Lightfoot, unpublished 

data) f d  within the field of the M dong the trend separate fiom the Sublayer rocks. These 

plots indicate the close spatial relationship displayed in the field between the inclusions and 

ITSM is rooted in a genetic ii& one that cannot be extended to the rocks of the Main Mass. 

Figure 5.10 uses ratios of REE to fiirther illustrate these important points. The REE ratios of 

the various sample groups are represented by a plot of LdSm against Gd/Yb, which is 

essentially a representation of the dopes of the LREE profile (La/Sm) and the HREE profile 

(Gd/Yb). Despite differences in mineralogy and Mg0 content between the inclusions and 

ITSM, and the presence of altered (AOM) and fiesh (OMP, MP, ITSM) rocks, the inclusion 

samples overlap with the field of the ITSM, with both showing enriched REE contents. The 

FN and PQD form separate congruent fields displaceci to higher LalSm, indicating a steeper 

dope to the REE profile than the Sublayer rocks. The LdSm is high in continental cma and 

low in the mantle (Taylor and McLennan, 1985), which may indicate the role of a crustal 

contaminant in the formation of the Main Mass. If the inclusions and ITSM are related to the 
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Figure 5.9 Ratios of seiected incompatiile elements: note the separate trends of the Subiayer rocks 
(inclusions and ITSM) fiom the Main Mass Felsic Norite and Parkin û f k t  quartz dionte; the 
saxnples of Main Mass Mafic Norite are taken fiom unpubiished data of P.C. Lighdmt; 
D = average (n=20) composition of fine-grain& diabase inclusions (Lighdoot et aI., 1997). 
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Figure 5.10 REE variations showing similaxities between inclusions and ITSM as weii dineremces 
between Sublayer rocks. Feisic Norite. and Offjet quartz diorite (Parkui Onset). 

Main Mass of the SIC, it cannot be explained by dinérentiation of a single parent magma. In 

that case, the inclusions and ITSM would f d  on the same array as the FN and PQD. One 

possibiiity for the displacement lies in a mantle contribution to the inclusion source magma. 

The ratios of  N&Ce (5.9b), S d L a  (5.9e). Nb/Th ( 5  -9g) are high in primitive mantle (Taylor 

and Mcleman, 1985), and the displacement of the indusion samples off the Main Mass 

(FN-PQD) array could be in part explained by the addition of a primitive component. 

Another possibility is the assimilation of fragments of diabase ffom a pre-exithg complex by the 

Main Mass magma. As mentioned in Chapter 3, fine-graineci diabase inclusions are found in aU 



Sublayer phases at Wstie Embayment and are the most pl& inchsion-type overall. The 

plots in Figure 5.9 include an average composition for these diabase indusions (Lighboot et ai., 

1997). The composition of the diabase plots with the inclusions and ITSM, and dows for the 

possibility that the assimilation of these diabase fragments could drive the composition of the 

Sublayer rocks off the Main Mass anay in the direction of the composition of the diabase. The 

amount of diabase material required to drive the composition of the Felsic Nonte towards that 

of the inclusions wili be discussed in Chapter 6; striking examples provided in Figures 5.9d, 

5.9g and 5.9h indicate a s i m c a n t  amount of material may be required to explain the observed 

compositions, particuiarly of the mon mafic inclusions. 

As discussed previously, a u-g characteristic of the inclusions and ITSM is the ubiquitous 

presence of sulphides. A finai important obsemation to be made here is the distinct Merence 

between rnineralized (Sublayer - ITSM and inclusions) and unmineralired rocks. a situation that 

also occurs at Norii'sk (Lightfoot, 1997, pers. comm.). 

Eicrendèd Trace Element Diagram 

The following sections d use nonnalired average values for a number of rock types, and 

Figure 5.1 1 displays the averages for the inclusion types normalized to average FN, dong with 

a number of representative samples that were used to obtain them. The altered inclusions 

honed in granitic breccia and massive sulphide (AOM) show sKnilarly shaped patterns to the 

f?esh inclusions. In addition, the various AOM samples themselves show consistent shapes to 



Average vaiues with representative samples for the inclusion types at Whisüe Embaymenf 
normalized to average FN (Lightfiit et al.. 1997); note the consistency ofthe profiles. 

their profiles despite extensive alteration within the sample suite. This probably hdicatw that 

the observed geochemical signaîure for the AOM is primary and related to the source magma, 



not a r d t  of alteration. Were alteration the cause of the obsaved signatures, the samples 

could be expected to have a variety of compositions based on the degree of alteration and the 

composition of the altering fluid. The inclusions hoaed in siiicate Sublayer (OMP, MP) show 

similar consistency to their profiles. 

Figure 5.12 presents the average value and some representative samples for the ITSM (5.12a), 

as weii as the average value for the Felsic Norite of the Main M a s  (5.12b, nomahzed to 

average chondnte (Sun, 1982)), which has been used as the nomakabon faaor for many of 

the trace element plots within this discussion. 

The shapes of the profiles for the various inclusion samples from Whistle Embayment (Figure 

S. 13) are very similar, denning a trend of progressive similarity with the profile of the ITSM 

nom the AOM to the MP. The increashg similarity between inclusion and ma& corresponds 

with decreasing M g 0  content. In addition, both inclusions and ITSM have patterns distinctiy 

Figure 5.12 Average values with rcpresentative q l e s  for ITSM (FN-normalized) and FN of the Main 
M a s  (chondrite-normalized) . 
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Figure 5.13 Trace eiement profiles of inclusions and lTSM normalized to average Feisic Norite (Lighdoot 
et al.. 1997) of the Main Mass. 
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dflerent to the FN (flat in these diagrams). When ploned together (Fig. 5.13d), the inclusion 

groups show a steady increase in incompatible element content as Mg0 decreases 6rom the 

AOM to the melanontes, with the exception o f  P. which is higher in the ultramafïc rocks than in 

the MP. The moa rnafic inclusions, the AOM (Fig. 5.13a), M e r  Erom the ITSM in having a 

pronounced negative Sr anornaly, moderate to weak negative anomalies for Ba, K and Eu, and 

are depleted in the HREE. The OMP (Fig. 5.13 b) have ody  a moderate negative Sr anornaly, a 

less pronounced negative Eu anornaiy, and are less depleted in HREE relative to the ITSM. 

OMP. silicate Subiaya ( 18.56 wf? '  M e )  
Mclanoriic. silicate Sublayr (12.41 W o  MgO) 

- 
8 - - z 



Despite being ver- slightly enricheci in LREE, the pattern for the mehorites is very similar to 

that of the ITSM (Fig. 5.13c), with the melanorites having only smd  negative Sr and Eu 

anomalies, and only a slight depletion in HREE. 

A common magma source is indicated to account for the amilarity in the shapes of the trace 

element profiles for the inclusions. Furthemore, this source is intirnately linked to that of the 

Sublayer itself; as the inclusion profiles dosely match that of the ITSM (Fig. 5.13). Due to the 

strikïng difference between the profiles (Fig. 5.1 1, 5-13), the Felsic Norite of the Main Mass 

c a ~ o t  be directly iinked to the same source. 

Geochronology 

Despite the well documented 1850 * 1 Ma age given for the rocks of the Main Mass of the SIC 

(Krogh et al., 1 984), the age relationships of the Sublayer rocks are not well understood. 

Specifically, the relative ages of the ultrarnafic inclusions in the Sublayer and the Sublayer 

rnatrix as a whole have not been determined. To address this question, several samples of 

ultramak inclusions were coiIected from various locations within Whistle Embayment, dong 

with a çample of the noritic Sublayer matrix. These samples were used as the basis of a U-Pb 

geochronology study outlined in Corfb and Lighrfoot (1997). 

Zircon and baddelyite occur in the inclusions as cumulus grains enclosed within p r k m y  

plagioclase. The textures of the inclusions (Chapter 4) show &esh mafic mineralogy, with the 

early phases Uitimately intergrown and enclosed within plagioclase and biotite, with no evidence 



of recrystakation, hgmental crystals or xenoiiths of granitic material. hdeed, while cnistal 

granitic rocks invariably contain inherited zircons, no xenocrysts of this material were found 

within the samples for this study, suggeniag a very high onginai temperature for the parent 

magma of the Uiclusions and Sublayer norite which wodd have dissolveci any inhented zircons, 

indicating the zircon and baddeleyite extracted fiom the inclusions are primary phases f o d  

fkom the source magma during early crystakation. None of the samples show evidence of 

zircon Uiheritance, such as laminar shock feahires found in the rocks surroundhg the SIC. 

Accepting that the zircon and baddeleyite are primary phases fomed during the early stages of 

aystallization of the inclusions fiom their source magma, the results of the U-Pb 

geochronology (Table 5.1) are very illurninating, and open m e r  the question of the 

relationship of the Sublayer rocks (inclusions and ïïSM) to the Main Mass of the SIC. The 

altered olivine melanorite pod yielded an age of 1848.4 * 1.4 Ma, the olivine melanorite pod an 

age of 1849.1 1.1 Ma, the melanorite pod an age of 1848.3 * 1 -0 Ma, and the olivine-bearing 

norite an age of 1848.1 * 1 -8 Ma. These ages are indistinguishable with the accepted published 

age for the SIC, and would seem to nile out a pre-existing protointrusion older than the SIC as 

the source for the m&c and ultramak inclusions in the Sublayer at Whistle, as weU as 

providing a direct indisputable link berneen the Sublayer and the inclusions. Most intriguing, 

the ages suggest the formation of the inclusions occurred during the same set of processes that 

gave nse to the Main Mass of the SIC. Ifthis is the case, the evidence suggests that the 

inclusions were fonned as part of a larger event that produced both the Main Mass and 

Sublayer, and not fiom a separate event or protointmsion. 



oiivine melanonte pod (OMP) 

metapyroxenite inclusion (AOM) 

melanorite pod (MP) 

norite (ITSM) 

Copper Cliff Offset quam diorite 

felsic nonte (Main Mass, North Range) 

mafic nonte (Main Mass, North Range) 

granophyre (Main Mass, North Range) 

norite (Main Mass, South Range) 

1849.1 +/- 1.1 

1848.4 +/- 1.4 

1848.3 +/- 1.0 

1848.1 +/- 1.8 

1849.8 +/- 2.0 

1848.9 +4.0/-2.7 (Krogh et ai., 1984) 

1850.0 +3.4/-2.4 (Krogh et al., 1984) 

1850.5 +/- 3.0 (Krogh et al., 1984) 

1849.7 +/- 1.1 (Krogh et al., 1984) 

Table 5.1 Summary of U-Pb ages for the SIC @/ter Cork and Lightfoot, 1996). 

Selected inclusion samples from Onset environrnents are presented in Figure 5.14, compared to 

the average values for the inclusions fkom Whistle Embayment. The profiles for the Offset 

inclusions are very similar to the inclusions from the Contact Sublayer at Whistle, despite very 

different settings and differing degrees of alteration. The Parkm Offset (Fig. 5.14b) inclusions, 

in particular, tend to be extensively aitered (exceeding 80 percent alteration products) and 

contain no olivine, while the Muiistic (Fig. 5.14a) and Foy (Fig. 5.14~) inclusions do contain 

olivine and were less altered (less than 30 percent alteration produas). This is M e r  

indication of the compositions of the inclusions being W e d  to the source magma and not to 

subsequent alteration or interaction with surrounding matrix. In addition, it indicates that the 

source of the Offset inclusions is linked to the Sublayer. 
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Uiaamafic indusion sampies fiom Wset environments are compared with their quartz diorite 

hoas and the ITSM fiom Whistle Embayment in Figure 5.15, normalued to average Main 

Mass Felsic Norite. The quartz diodes fiom the Foy, Parkin and Ministic O f b t s  (Lightfoot et 

al.. 1997) form almost identical flat patterns with a slight enrichment in Ba, Rb, K, Nb, Ta and 

the LREE when normalized against average Felsic Norite. These patterns are distUlctly 

different fiom those of the inclusions and the 1TSM. Ministic and Foy Wset ioclusions fonn 

similady-shaped patterns to that of the ITSM, with HREE depletion and strong negative Sr and 

Ministic Inclusion (1 8.55 wt?h MgO) 
@oy inclusion (1 8.55 WtOA MgO) 
UParkin Inclusion (15.18 wt'?? Mm) 
O r r ~ ~  (7.37 M I  M ~ O )  

Q) u Ministic QD (4 wt% Mgû) 

Figure 5.15 inciusions from Foy. Ministic and Parkin Onsets compared with their quartz diorite matrices 
and ITSM normalized to average Felsic Nonte (Lighamt et al., 1997). 



P anomalies compareci to the ITSM. They aiso lack the positive Ti anomaiy of the ITSM, with 

the Ministic inclusion pattern showing strong enrichment of Rb and K relative to the ITSM. 

Parkin m e t  inclusions are eMched in Rb, K, Ta and LREE and depleted in HREE reiative to 

the ITSM, and also have a pronounced Sr anomaly. UnOFe the Ministic and Foy Offset 

inclusions, Parkin Offset inclusions display strong positive P and Ti anomalies similar to the 

ITSM. 

Figure 5.16 compares the Otfset inclusions to the AOM OMP, MP and ITSM âom Whistle 

Embayrnent along with the primitive made (Sun, 1982), with all vaiues chondrïte-norrnalized. 

The patterns for the inclusions f?om Offset and Embayment environments are strikingly sirniiar, 

and differ nom the ITSM only in having a strong negative Sr anomaly. Compared whh the 

relatively Bat profile of primitive made,  which has values of less than 2 rimes chondrite and 

strong negative anomaiies for Rb and K., the inclusions and ITSM are strongly trace-element 

enriched, with a neep profile showing stronger enrichment for Ba (60- 100 x chondrite), Rb, K, 

Nb (ail between 6- 1 1 x chondrite) and L W .  ( 1 0-90 x chondrite) than for HREE (6- 1 0 x 

chondrite). The inclusions also have a pronounced negative Sr a n o d y  not evident in the 

ITSM or primitive mantle, a reflection of plagioclase kadonation. 

(1) Although the rnak to ulaamafic inclusions tend to show varying degrees of scatter in 

major element oxide abundances over a range of Mgû contents, they fd on continuous 

trends along with the ITSM for SiO,, q,, Na@, TiO, and &-O when plotted against 



Figure 5.16 M a c  and uitramafic inclusions fiom Whistie Embayment and P a r h  Foy and Ministic 
Offsets compareci with ITSM (Whistle) and primitive rnantle (Sua 1982). 

MgO. The FN and PQD do not occur dong these trends, forming 

separate overlapping fields. Despite significant scaeer in the inclusion fields for Fc03 ,  

Ca0 and MnO, the range of values for the various inclusion groups is similar 

over a range of Mg0 contents, and similar to that of the ITSM. And once again, the 

M and PQD form separate distinct overlapping fields. The inclusions from Offset 

environments plot within the fields of the Sublayer inclusions in d cases. 



(2) The NdCu ratio inmeases fkom the PQD to the FN of the Main Mass, which dong with 

the Sublayer ma& (ITSM) and melanorite inclusions have NdCu ratios consistent 

with the average of the SIC. However, many of the more ultramafic inclusions kom 

Whistle Embayment and O&et environments are displaced to higher NKu ratios; many 

of the moa MgO-rich inclusions are Cu-poor. 

Overali, the ultramafic inclusions have much higher Cu and S contents than would be 

expected for typical u i t r d c  rocks with Mg0 15-26 wt.% Mgû. Ni contents for the 

inciusions remain conastant over a wide range of sulphur contents. The inclusions with 

the lowest sulphur contents are also lowest in Cu. It is probable that Ni and Cu 

contents for both the inclusions and ITSM (as weii as the FN and PQD) are controlled 

by Ni-Cu sdphides. This implies that S-saturation was achieved early in the evolution 

of a system capable of tiactionating d c  cumulates. 

Despite the fact that the vast majonty of the silicate rocks from Whistle Embayment 

have NiCu ratios sunilar to the 1 : 1 SIC average, the associated massive sulphides in 

Whistle Embayment have NdCu ratios ranghg between 6.3 : 1 to 65.3 : 1 (Lighdoot et al., 

1997). A sipikant  component of missing Cu would seem to be indicated, such as the 

example at Straîhcona Mine (Li and Naldrett, 1992). 

(3) Incompatible trace elements are decoupleci nom major elements as they do not form 

linear trends when ploned against MgO. The inclusions have extremely wide scatter in 

the fields for Ce, Nb, Zr and Rb, and the o v e d  range of vahies is very similar to the 



ITSM. The PQD f o m  distinctiy separate fields with higher contents fiom the Subiayer 

rocks in di cases. The FN also f o m  separate fields with only smail degrees of 

overlap with the ITSM. 

(4) The inclusions are very simiiar in trace element content to the ITSM. Ratios of 

incompatible elements show that the inclusions and ITSM are d i sp l ad  off the array of 

the Main Mass (FN and PQD). The inclusions and ITSM have very similar profiles on 

extended trace element displays when norrnahed to average FN, and a simiiar source is 

indicad, one that is Merent  fiom the FN and PQD. Inclusions fiom offset 

environments show an e t y  for the inclusions from the Contact Sublayer and not for 

the quartz diorite mat ri^ of the Wsets. 

( 5 )  U-Pb geochronology on zircon and baddeleyite yields ages for the inclusions and ITSM 

that are indinkiguishable fkom the accepted age of the SIC. 



The major-element variations of the ITSM and the rnafic-ultramatic indusions have chernical 

compositions which plot in widely scattered fields with a variety of values for a given Mg0 

content. Despite this scatter, the fields for the inclusions and ITSM are different in abundance 

range when compared with the fields of the FN and PQD. 

The poorly defined trends of the inclusion and the ITSM data may indicate that simple 

rnonomineralogical control will not explain the observed variation. Control by olivine and 

orthopyroxene is what would be expected based on petrography, with olivine and hypersthene 

occurring as early cumulus phases withùi biotite and plagioclase. Fresh olivines fiom an OMP 

within Whistle Embayrnent range between Fo, and Fo,, with an average of Fo,, (36.13 W.% 

MgO). This composition is hcluded in Figure 6.1 a, a regression analysis of the Al,03 contents 

of the inclusions in relation to MgO. Also included are average compositions for fresh 

orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene and biotite f?om olivine melanonte (Appendix B), and an 

indication of the direction of plagioclase influence @eer et al., 1992). The best fit regression 

lines for the inclusions do not pass through the average composition of ITSM, and show 

significant scatter, illusnateci by the correlation coefficients of 0.26 and 0.24. The scatter 

indicates that one or more other major mineral phases mua be exerting some auence  on the 

composition of the inclusions. As an exampie, 10 modal percent biotite containing 14 W.% 
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Figure 6.1 Major element plots including mfïuence vectors for seiected major and minor minerai phases 
found in the rocks. 

40, would add 1.4 wt.% Al,O, to the rock, which could explain aii of the samples located 

above the olivine convol line in Figure 6.  la. 

Despite the wide range in suiphide contents in the Subfayer, suiphides can only account for a 

smali part of the ciifference in Fe$, contents (Fig. 6.1 b). If Whistie massive sulphides are 

assumed to have about 5 percent Ni, when recalculated to 100 percent suiphides, the 

contribution of Ni by massive sulphides would only be on the order of 0.3 percent. This 



makes olivine and possibly phases such as chromite and magnetite (Chapter 4) more likely 

sources for the wide variation in FsO, in the Sublayer rocks. In addition, biotite is abundant in 

these rocks, with FqOi contents exceeding 10 m.%, making it another source of Fe+3. 

The T i 4  contents (Figure 6. lc) of the rocks WU be iduenced by the presence of biotite, 

which has T i 4  contents over 4 wt.%, ranging up to more than 6 W.% (Appendix B). Typical 

ultrarnafic rocks with 23 wt.?? Mg0 normally contain approximately 300 ppm or 3 x 1 0 ~  wt.% 

Ti (Faure, 1992), hence 10 percent modal biotite within these rocks at 5 wt.?? T i 4  could add 

5000 ppm Ti to these rocks, an ahos t  20-fold increase nom one phase. Biotite alone could 

therefore account for a large proportion of the scatter in Figure 6. Ic. 

As the major P-bearing mineral, apatite, wtUch ocairs in the olivine melanontes in amounts up 

to 0.2 modal percent, would be the most likely source of the variation in P,O,. Zircon dso 

contains P,O, in amounts exceeding O. 1 1 wt.% (1 100 ppm), which could also have some effect 

on the observed compositions. 

As illustrated in Figures 5.2 and 5.3, the mafic-ultramafic inclusions fiom Offset environments 

occur within the fields for the inclusions f?om the Contact Sublayer in ail cases, and the FN and 

PQD occupy separate fields displaced fiom the Sublayer trends for al1 major elements. Major 

element geochemistry illustrates several important points: (1) there is a distinct dEerence 

between Sublayer and Main Mass rock, (2) there is a relationship between the mafic-ultrarnafic 

inclusions and ITSM that cannot be explaineci by simple hctionai crystallization processes 
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(see regression hes  in Fig. 5.2 and 5.3), (3) the Wkt quartz diorite has a geochemical 

character similar to the Main Mass of the SIC and is distindy different geochemidy to the 

USA& and (4) the relationship between inclusions and rnaaDr exhl'bited by the Contact Sublayer 

rocks within the embayment does not translate to the offset environment, as the Offset 

inclusions have a geochemical f i t y  for the Sublayer rocks. The traditiooal view of the 

Offsets as a part of the Sublayer environment (NaIdrett et ai., 1984) is not supported by the 

geochemistry, the indication being that the Offsets resulted from the same genetic event as the 

Main Mass of the SIC. However, the inclusions fiom the Sublayer and those fkom the Offsets 

do form a link between the Onsets and Sublayer by vimie of their simiIar geochemicat 

compositions. 

If the inclusions and ITSM can be related to the same magma source, then Pearce element 

ratios (Pearce, 1968) may be a more powerfkl way to determine the effects of mineralogical 

control. Figure 6.2a indicates that while olivine fiactionation has had a profound effect on the 

composition of the inclusions, it cannot fully account for the observed variations, as a slope of 

one would indicate olivine was the single controlling phase. Olivine s o h g  also cannot explain 

the compositional variation of the ITSM or of many of the melanorites (MP). Figure 6.2b 

indicates the phase displacement vectors for a number of phases, and is a more stringent test as 

it utilizes more of the data ïhe trend seems to indicate that olivine and plagioclase may have 

had the greatest effm on the sample set, with olivine having the greatest effects earty on and 

plagioclase sorting having greater effects on the ITSM and perhaps the melanorites. The 

scatter on the trend may in large part be accounted for by pyroxene. Figure 6 . 2 ~  atternpts to 



Figure 6.2 Pearce element ratio plots for &c to ultramafic inclusions and iTSM fiom Whistie 
Embayment; the lines for each phase indicate the direction in which the simples would be 
displadaligned if that phase bas had an efiéct on the compositional variation within the 
sample suite during magma evolution; OL=olMne. PL=plagiociase, OPX=orthopyroxene, 
CPX=clinopyroxene. SP=spinel. MT=magnetite; (a) NichoIls and Russell, 1990; (b) Stanley 
and Russell. IWO; (c) Nichok. 1990. 

screen out the efEects of Fe-Ti oxides (magnetite, spinel, chromite) on the observed variation. 

The tigbt trend is a strong indication that the observed variations of the Sublayer inclusions and 

ITSM is best explained by multi-phase mùieralogicai control. 



Trace element abundances in the inclusions and ITSM do not show systematic changes in 

abundance with chaaging Mg0 content. This might be expected in a system controlled, at leasi 

in part, by simple fiactional crystallisation. Inclusions with over 20 wt.% Mgû withùi the 

massive suiphide zone have sirnilar range of trace elernent abundances as the melanonte 

inclusions with around 10 wt.% MgO, and with the ITSM, which has between 6-9 W.% MgO. 

If the various inclusion groups are genetically linked to the Sublayer magma, the process by 

which both fonned must account for the extremely elevated trace element abundance levels 

within the inclusions. While in the case of the REE it may indicate that the orthopyroxene 

content is higher in the Sublayer, another Likely source for these elements is in various 

accessory phases such as biotite, zircon (Corfu and Lightfoot, 1997), and partinilady in the 

case of the REE, apatite (cf., Warner and Martin, 1996). Accessory phases occur in abundance 

within the inclusions, and many of these phases are important hoas for some of the 

incompatible elements. Table 6.1 includes some of the element contributions by accessory 

phases to olivine melanorite, calculated 5om analyses included in Chapter 4 and Appendk B. 

Large fluctuations in trace element content can be produced if the minerai phases fiactionating 

out of the melt have extremely high or extremely Iow distribution coefficients (Lightfoot, 

1993). so even srnall amounts of refiactory phases can cause a wide spread in trace element 

contents. A typical ultramatic rock with 23 wt.% M g 0  would contain 1.3 ppm L+a, 3.5 ppm Ce 

and 1 .9 ppm Nd (Hernnan, 1970). With oniy 0.2 modal percent apatite (C hapter 4), apatite 

alone contributes 7.5 pprn La, 17.8 ppm Ce and 5.3 ppm Nd. In addition, 0.2 modal percent 



Phose 
( m d d  %) 

Apatite (0.2) 
Apatite (0.2) 
Apatite (0.2) 
Apatite (0.2) 
Zircon (0.005) 
Zircon (0.005) 
Zircon (0 .OO5) 

zircon (0.005) 

Chromite (1 .O) 
Biotite (1 0.0) 

Biotite (1 0 .O) 

ppm in phase ppm in OMP 

Table 6.1 Contributions of accessory phases to olivine melanonte. 

apatite contributes 1.9 pprn Th to olivine melanorite out of a total of 2-78 ppm (Appendut C), a 

contribution of dmost 70 percent. 

When Sc and V are plotted against one another (Fig. 5.8d), the FN, PQD and ITSM define a 

tight trend; the trend for the FN, PQD and ITSM is overlain by a wide scatter in the plot of the 

compositions of the inclusion population that has no discemible trend, perhaps indicating the 

influence of more than one pyroxene. However, V is also incorporateci into oxide phases such 

as ilmenite, titanomagnetite, or even Cr-spinel, which ail occur in the inclusions. Vanadium 

defines a relatively tight trend with TiOz (Fig. 5. Se), which is a strong indication of the 

influence of a phase such as titanomagnetite as a hoa for V. Zircon, baddeleyite, magnetite, 

chromite and apatite occur as early cumulus phases and sulphide ocairs intemitiaiiy and 



occasionally is associated with fiesh mineralogy. Because biotite is magrnatically intergrown in 

intercumulus habit with ne& olivine, pyroxene, chromite, spinel and plagioclase, it is apparent 

that they crystallized Born the same magma In addition, biotite shows strain fatures within 

the most altered inclusions that would seun to indicate it es a prds t ing  phase and not a 

hydrothermal phase. Analyses of biotite indicate that 10 modal percent within olivine 

melanorite contnbutes 13.8 ppm Zr, 93.2 ppm Ba and 18.7 ppm Rb. Biotite is not a host for 

REE within the inclusions (M. Moore, 1996, personal communication based on unpubiished 

data), although it contains signifïcant levels of Ba and Rb. 

The abundance of accessory phases that can best be attributed to pnmary magmatic processes 

indicate crystaiiization of the inclusions from a parent magma nch in volatiles. In addition, 

L E E ,  HREE7 LILE and HFSE readily partition into these phases, and the elevated ieveis of 

incompatible elements within the inclusions attest to the role these phases played in the process 

of differentiation. 

M&ve Sulphides and Base M d  Conbol 

Figure 5.6 displayed the difference between the N i i u  ratios of the silicate rocks of Whistle 

Embayment, which essentially fa11 on the 1 : 1 trend that typifies Sudbury ores, and the 

associated massive sulphides, which range up to over 60: 1 (Lightfoot et ai., 1997). This is 

important in the context of questions regarding the relationship of the sulphides to the Sublayer 

rocks and to fûrther exploration in the area. T'he field evidence points to an intimate 

relationship between the ultramafic inclusions and massive sulphide mineralization at Whistie 
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and throughout the Sublayer of the SIC. The ubiquitous spatial relationship of inclusions with 

concentrated suiphide mineraiization is aiso appareat in Offset enviromnents, as doamiented 

for the Copper CWO&et by Cochrane (1984) and in this study for the Parkin, Minisic and 

Foy Offsets. Throughout the Sudbury region, sulphide ores are associated with specific 

Sublayer rocks and do not occur in the noritic rocks of the Main Mass, and the ores are 

associated with structural traps (temaces) within the Sublayer environment (Pattison, 1979), 

which could also trap disrupted fragments of a cumulate cornplex. 

Ifit is accepted that the massive dphides are related to the Sublayer magma, it should be 

expected that the massive nilphides, inclusions and ITSM formed in this system would have 

similar NiKu ratios. This is not the case within Whistle Embayrnent, and the geochemistry of 

the rocks and nilphides indicates a large component of missing Cu (Fig. 6.3), with the amount 

depending on the NdCu ratio employed for the massive dphides. Mineralization at Whistle 

Embayrnent is composed primarily of pyrrhotite-rich inclusion-bearing suiphides with up to 5 

modal percent pyrite porphyroblasts and grades of 2-3 wt.% nickel (Ni), 0.2 W.% copper (Cu) 

and less than 500 ppb platinum (Pt) and palladium (Pd). 3.3 million tonnes of ore had been 

removed by September, 1991, with approximately 1.5 miilion tonnes still to be removed. For 

the purposes of this discussion, we will assume that d the sulphides had an original NidCu ratio 

of approximately 1 : 1. A number of massive sulphide samples from Whistle Mine yield an 

average NVCu ratio of 17.9: 1 (Lighâoot et ai., 1997), a figure plotted on Figure 6.3. Using a 

figure of 2.7 wt. % Ni (approximately 27000 ppm) for the Whistle massive suiphides, that ratio 

corresponds to approximately 27000 ppm NI and almost 1500 ppm Cu (Fig. 6.3). Using these 
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Figure 6.3 Component of Cu calculateci as missing from the massive suiphides at Whistle Embayment if 
the original sdphides were in equilibnum with the Sublayer parent magma. 

numbers. the system would have approximately 128000 tonnes of Ni present with over 120000 

tonnes of Cu Mssing from the system. While these numbers are based on assumption and used 

only as an example, there is an indication of a sigruficant component of missing Cu from the 

Whistle system, which paraiiels the example at Strathcona Mine (Li and Naldrett, 1992). Ifthis 

Cu was removed during the fiaaionation of sdphides fiom the Sublayer magma at the base of 

the embayment, the moa iikely place for the missing dphides is in the footwd rocks 

nirrounding the embayrnent. The evidence of the passage of Cu-rich sulphides occurs in the 



zone of metamorphosed Sudbury Breccia located at the northeast footwd contact of the 

embayment. This zone is rich in chalcopyrite stringer mineralization and green Stains f?om 

Cu-rich alteration products. In addition, the presence of t h d y  metamorphosed Sudbury 

Breccia, epidote stringers, amphibolite and homfelsed diabase indicates the passage of hot 

hydrothermai fluids that could have aided in the transport of Cu-nch suiphides into the 

footw dl. 

Marked depletion of the chaicophiie elements Ni and Cu (and to minor extent Fe) is ofien 

attributed to suiphur addition fiom a contaminant and subsequent fractionation of a suiphide 

from the parent magma pnor to the onset of crystallisation (e-g., Naldrett, 1989). There is no 

correlation between Ni and Mg0 content within the inclusions. The rnajority of the rocks fd 

dong the 1 : 1 trend expected for sulphide control of both Ni and Cu within the ITSM and 

inclusions. in particular, the NiCu ratios of the MP are very similar to the ITSM whiie having 

very elevated Ni and Cu contents. Although Ni enters early phases in the melt, Cu is an 

incompatible element that collects in the residual melt untii the onset of S-saturation. 

Therefore, the most reasonable explanation for the similarity between the 1 : 1 N i u  ratio of the 

MP and ITSM is that they formed fiom S-saturated magmas and that the NdCu ratio and high 

Ni and Cu contents is an expression of the immiscible suiphides accompanying the melt. While 

the MP samples lie dong the 1 : 1 trend, some of the AOM and OMP samples do not. The fact 

that the AOM and OMP do nat plot dong the nilphide control be suggests they may have 

formed pnor to the S-saturation event that produced the suiphides. 
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Some of the FN samples comaui much more than wouid be expected of rock with 6-9 W.% 

Mg0 (Keays, 1995). This indicates that the efevated Ni contents in most of the samples 

analysai in the study were contributed by another source, moa likely Ni-Cu sulphides. 

However, as discussed in Chapter 5, some of the samples of FN have very low Ni and Cu 

contents. The simplest explanation for these values is a loss of Cu and NI through the loss of 

immiscible magmatic nilphides, which would remove Cu and in q u a 1  proportions and 

&tain the 1 : 1 NiCu ratio. 

The mafic-ultrarnafic inclusions fiom Whistle contain far too much Cu (up to 3060 ppm, 

average 579 ppm) and S (up to 3 W.%, average 0.95 W.%) for an typicai uitrarnafic rock. 

This indicates a signifiant addition of sulphides, particularly Cu-rich sulphides (e. g., 

chalcopyrite CuFeSJ to many of the ultrarnafic indusions. This is particularly true of the 

highea Mg0 inclusions, which have lower overali sulphide contents, where dphides would 

contribute proportionally more Cu than Ni. Chalcopyrite stringers occur within and near the 

margùis of many ultramafic inclusions, and rnany are rimmed by a "skin" of chalcopyrite-rich 

sulphides. The chaicopyrite rims around many ultramafic inclusions, particularly in the intensely 

altered inclusions in the massive sulphide zone, indicate the movement of chaicopyrite-rich 

dphides in and around these inclusions, and may be the field evidence of infiltration of the 

ultramafic cumulates by Cu-rich dphides. This could have taken place in two ways: (1) f i e r  

disruption of the basal cumulate layers, where individual fkagments (inclusions) attracted 

sulphides within the melt, or (2) post-solidification emplacement, probably associated with 
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deformation. Regardless of the timing, the geochemical pro* indicate t h  base metals are 

primarily wntrolied by suiphides, particuiarly Cu-rich sulphides, and not by silicate phases. 

It is not unexpected that rnany of the Sublayer samples have eahanced Cu and values. The 

Sublayer is the ore-bearing unit in the SIC and as such is sulphide-bearing throughout. While 

massive sulphides occur dong the base of the Sublayer, heavy disseminations of sulphides are 

found throughout the Sublayer in the igneous-textured rnatrix (i-e., the ITSM). Aithough it is 

unlikely the mafic and ultrarnafic inclusions in the Sublayer were initially sulphide-bearing, it 

appears that at some stage suiphides in the ï ïSM host migrated into the mafic and ultramatic 

inclusions, which may be manifeaed in the veins of NI-Cu sulphides that are sornetimes 

observed in the inclusions. 

Relationship of inclusions to ITSM 

The similar shapes of the trace element profiles indicate a cornmon source for al1 the inclusion 

groups within the Sublayer, and that the Offset inclusions are related to the sarne source. AU 

inclusions share a negative Sr anomaIyT reflecting the influence of plagioclase fiadonation on 

the melt; the Sr anomaly is most pronounced in the AOM and s d e a  in the melanorites. A 

positive Ti anomaly may reflect the idluence of biotite w i t h  the inclusions. W the inclusions 

have a slight positive P anomaly, which is highest within the AOM, presumably the effect of 

apatite. Though the alteration in the AOM makes specific mineralogical identification dficult, 

the saiking geochemicd and textural similarity betweem the AOM and OMP makes it not 



unreasonable to expect that apatite is presmt in the AOM in amouts at least e q d  to thM of 

the OMP. 

The shapes for the patterns for the inclusions are very similar to that of the ITSM, particdarly 

the profile for the melanorites, which have the lowest Mg0 contents among the inclusions. 

Negative Eu and Sr anomalies get progressively monger tiom ITSM and melanorite, which are 

very similar, through the OMP and finally the AOM, which has a pronounced Sr anornaiy. 

These effects presumably reflect the fiactionation of plagioclase. HW. are progressively more 

depleted from ITSM through AOM, although the shapes of the profiles are very sunilar with 

only a siïght increase in the SmRIo ratio with increashg MgO. LW. (La-Sm) are very s idar  

in profile and abundance between the inclusions and ITSM. 

The broad similarity between the trace element patterns of the inclusions and ITSM are a 

strong indication of a definitive genetic iïnk. The inclusions represent the early fonned 

cumulates of the magma, leaving behind a residual rnelt îhat crystallized to form the ITSM, 

which enclosed ftagments of the dismpted earlier nimulate layers as inclusions. The AOM, 

having the most primitive geochemical signature, represent the basal cumulates. This is 

supponed by their intimate association with the massive sulphides, which would also have 

segregated fiom the magma in the early stages and collected at the base of the chamber. 

The limited number of inclusion sarnples from Offsets have very sùnilar profiles to the ITSM 

(see Figure 5.1 5). Conversely, the quartz diorite matrices of the Offset inclusions having 

relatively Bat patterns that are strikingiy similar to the Felsic Nonte of the Main Mass, with a 
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slight enrichment in LILE and LREE. When nonnalized to average chondrite, Offset and 

Embayment inclusions and ITSM have essaaially identical patterns, with the ITSM showing 

the greatest enrichment and lacking the negative Sr and Eu anomalies common to the 

inclusions. These factors indicate that the inclusions îrom the CM& environments are 

genetically related to the ITSM and the incIusioas withh the Contact Sublayer, and not to the 

quartz diorite matrices of the offsets Furthemore, the offset quartz diorite appears to be 

directfy related to the source magma of the hhin Mas, possibly as a more fiactionated 

equivalent of the Felsic Norite (Lighûoot et al., 1997). 

Relationship CO Mclln Mms of SIC 

The sloping shapes of the trace element promes for the inclusions and ITSM, when normalized 

to average FN, indicate the Sublayer rocks were not derived fiom the same magma that 

produced the Main Mass of the SIC. Although the inclusions and ITSM could represent a 

difFerent genetic event, U-Pb geochronology yields ages for the inclusions and ITSM that are 

indistinguishable fkom the accepted published age for the SIC (Krogh et al., 1984). As stated in 

Chapter 5, the zircon and baddeleyite show no evidence of inhentance and can be considered a 

prirnary derivative of the parent magma. The Sublayer may represent a separate stage in a 

larger dynamic process that resulted in the formation of the Sudbury Structure. 

nie ITSM is simüar geochemically to the inclusions, with elevated incompatible element ratios 

and absolute abundances sirniiar to the inclusions despite much Iowa MgO contents. The 
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similanty in geochemistry and age indicate the ITSM and inclusions crystallized fkom the saw 

magma, and did so at e s d d i y  the same time that the Main Mass was being formed. The 

composition of the parent magma for the inclusions is constraitmi by the fàct that it produced 

ultramafic cumulates exceeduig 26 W.% Mgû and forsteritic olivines, and these cumdates 

could not be derived fiom a simple cmstal melt sheet (cf., Roeder and Emslie, 1970). The 

inclusions were therefore derived fkom a m a k  magma compositionaI.ly linked to the ITSM that 

was more primitive than anything attribut4 to the Main Mass of the SIC. 

The igneous-textured portion of the Sublayer was described by Grieve (1994) as a hybrid of 

magma and crusta1 hgments equivalent to the clastic debris facies at the base of a melt sheet, 

characterized by its abundance of inclusions and disseminated sulphide, with the fi-agrnents 

denved fiom the country rocks and unseen layered ultramafic portions of the SIC. This mode1 

fails to explain the formation of mdïc magma of a primitive enough character to produce the 

rocks at the base, narnely the ITSM and mafic to ultramafc inclusions. This demands that 

more consideration be given to the role of more m&c magmas in the formation of the SIC. 

Geochronology and silicate geochernical similarities with the ITSM M e r  proves that the 

Sublayer ultramafic inclusions are net xenoliths derived fkom older ultramafic intrusions (cf. 

Pattison, 1979), but directly from magmatic processes related to the formation of the Sublayer. 

The similarity between the ITSM and inclusions was enhanceci as the early cumulates 

(inclusions) were incorporated in later less primitive magmas, which inherited much of their 

character . 



The inclusions have been attribut& to a number of sources, such as fhgments of a hidden 

dtrarnafic portion of the SIC (Scribbins a al., 1984, Rae, 1975), the made, and a layered 

ultramak predating the SIC (Pattïson, 1979, Naidrett et al., 1984). The high levels of 

accessoq minerals in these rocks also indicate a source witb a M o n a t e d  LREE character and 

an signature simila. to that of the upper ma. However, Mg0 contents up to over 20 W.% 

and Ni contents up to more than 1700 ppm indicate a relahely Mg-rich parent magma for the 

inclusions (Roeder and Emsiie, IWO) .  

There must be an upper mantle contribution to explain the major element composition of the 

inclusions. as rocks with such high Mg0 contents couid not have formed f?om a magma 

derived from such a fiactionated parent. The inclusions have fiesh mafk rnineralogy - hcluding 

forsteritic olivines indicative of a tholeütic parent - and prirnary igneous textures, with no signs 

of shock metamorphkm evident in the surrounding country rocks that would be expected if the 

inclusions were inherited fi-agments. In addition, there are insdficient Ni, Cu and PGE in the 

upper crust to account for the levels of these elements present in the Sublayer, which indicates 

a metal-rich mafic source. In addition. to concentrate the amount of sulphide required to fom 

the Ni-Cu-PGE deposits of the Sudbury region, a S-undersaturated parent magma is required 

(Keays, 1995). The combination of high Mg0 content and S-undersaturation could indicate a 

residuai upper mantle source reservoir where substantial S had already been depleted by fia 

stage magmas removed by partial meiting (Lightfoot et al., 1997). 

Figure 6.4 employs a number of mixtures to attempt to produce the rock at the base of the 
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Figure 6.4 Assorteci mixing models combining Feisic Norite with average compositions of diabase 
inclusions found in the Subiayer, primitive mantle and fmtwall granitoid h m  Whistle 
Embayrnent. 

Sublayer (AOM). Felsic Nonte was mixed in a varieîy of ways with a felsic component - 
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footwall granitoid fiom Whistle Embayment (P.C. Lightfit, unpublished data) - and matic 

wmponents. The rndc members chosen for h i n g  were the mantie, as per the discussion 

above, and the fragments and inclusions of diabase found throughout the Sublayer as the moa 

plentifid inclusion. The pattern indicate that the most mafc inclusions cannot be derived fiom 

mixing of Felsic Norite, diabase and mantle. If the mon mafïc inclusions nom the Sublayer are 

linked to the Felsic Norite, it may be as part of more dynamic mdti-stage process, wherein the 

Sublayer formed separately f?om the Maui Mas, at least in the early stages of formation. 

Mafic to ultramafic inclusions f o n d  within the rnineralized portions of the Offsets display a 

distinct afiïnity for the rocks of the Sublayer despite being enciosed within the "Main Mass" 

quartz dionte. While it would seem obvious the inclusions have no direct genetic relationship 

with the Main Mass of the SIC, the apparent dichotomy this exhibits with the geochronology 

and Offset inclusions mun be considered. One possibility is the Offset inclusions were 

emplaced as a late injection of Sublayer-like materiai, most likely dong the rnargins; the 

inclusion and sulphide-rich zones are concentrated dong Offset margins (Chapter 3). 

The Main Mass of the SIC approaches the composition of felsic upper crus (Grieve, 1994), 

and Naldren et ai. (1 986) attribute a signifiant cmstal component of 37-75% to the parent 

magma that produced the Main Mass of the SIC. If a component of mantle is indicated for 

these inclusions, then a component rich in incompatible elements is needed to acwunt for the 

uncornrnonly high abundances observed within the inclusions. This is a strong indication of a 

contaminant for the inclusion magma, which is probably ben amibuted to the upper crust, 
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which is strongly enriched in REE. Whde crustal granitic rocks invariably contain inhaited 

zircons, no xenocrysts of this material were found within the samples for this study, suggesting 

a very high origïnai temperature for the parent magma of the inclusions and Sublayer norite 

which would have dissolved any inherited zircons. Ifthis is the case, the evidence suggests that 

the inclusions were formed by magmatic processes related to the formation of the SIC and not 

from a separate event or protointrusion. 

(1) 7ne mafic to ultrmafic zinclusions Ni the Subluyer ai WhistIe M~ne were crystuIIlridfrom 

the sarrte magma t h  Iatetfractionmed to fom the igneous-textured Sublayer m a i m .  This 

magma was of sufficiently primitive composition as to allow for the formation of cumulates 

with Mg0  contents exceeding 26 W.% and containhg forsteritic olivine (Fo,-,,), and 

significantly volatile-rich as to allow for the formation of sigdicant quantities of accessory 

phases such as apatite, zircon, baddeleyite, and biotite. The inclusions are not xenoliths from a 

hidden uitramafic portion of the SIC, but are the early cumulates of the Sublayer magma. A 

m a d e  component for the inclusion source magma is indicated by the Mg0 content of the 

inclusions and the Ni-CU-PGE contents of the Sublayer. However, taking into account the 

elevated levels of incompatible elements present in the inclusions and ITSM, if the Sublayer 

magma was dtimately denved from a m a d e  source, then it mua have experienced significant 

contamination, probably from upper crustal source. 
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(2) The magma thrrl fomed the mqfc fo ultrmnofic z~~:lusions in the Subhyer was not tk 

smne one that j m e d  the rocks of the M a  Mars of the SIC; the nicZ21~1~0m me rtot geneticallly 

reibed to the Main M a s  of the SIC. The inchisons and ITSM fall on a separate resolvable 

franionation trend fkom the Main Mass rocks and have very dinerent shapes to their trace 

element profiies. The parent magma theorized for the rocks of the Main Mass of the SIC, wah 

a significant upper crustal component of 3575% wodd be &le to account for the range of 

mafic to ultramafic rocks found in the Sublayer. 

(3) The mofic io ulrrmajic inclusîomfrom the mzneralired portions of the Oflset~ me 

geneticaily reluted tu the inclusions wirhin the Sublayer, d n o t  to the pattz diorite matrix in 

which they me enclosed. In all cases, the inclusions fiom Offset envkonments fd on the same 

fiactionation trends and geochemicai fields as the inclusions fiom the Sublayer, and have 

essentially identical rrace element profiles. 

(4) Accessory phares pIay a major d e  in the trace element geochemishy of the incIusiom 

within the Sublayer. REE, HFSE and LILE readily partition into phases such as apatite, zircon, 

chornite, spinel and baddeleyite. Some of these phases are pzuticulariy abundant, an example 

being biotite, which ocam in amounts exceeding 12 modal percent. The elevated abundances 

of incompatible trace elements within the rnafic to ultramafic Sublayer inclusions indicates the 

roles of these phases as hosts for these elements. Partitionkg of incompatible trace elements 

into these phases helps to explain how ultramafic inclusions with greater than 24 wt.% Mgû 

can have similar absolute trace element abundances as the ITSM with less than 7 wt.% MgO. 
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The inclusions and ITSM, despite an obvious genetic h i c ,  uinnot be related through simple 

fractional crystajlization, and daaileci study of these accessory phases may yidd the most 

idormation about the differentiation of the Subiayer magma. 

( 5 )  Oiivines wzthin ultramajic znc~usiom show no signs of NidpZetion which would zndicute 

me& were scavenged by the early fiactionatim of a m@hiaè p b e .  Sulphides did not 

fiactionate fiom the Sublayer parent melt prior to the formation of the olivine. 

(6) A sigmficantponion of Cu is rnzssingfiom the Whzsîle massive sulphides. Asswning the 

sulphides were in equilibrium with the Sublayer melt, and this is mpponed by the intimate 

association of inclusions and suiphides throughout the Sublayer, Whistfe massive sulphides 

should be expected to display the 1 : 1 NdCu ratio of the Sublayer as a whole. This 1 : 1 ratio is 

actually reflecting the composition of vnmiscible suiphides. However, while the silicate rocks 

of Whistle embayrnent display this 1 : 1 ratio, the massive sulphides have ratios ranging up to 

60: 1, indicating the removal of a si@cant component of Cu from the massive sulphides, 

probably into the footwall. Evidence for this movement of sulphides is seen in a zone of 

thennally metamorphosed Sudbury Breccia located at the footwail contact of Whistle 

embayment that is rich ui cMcopyrite stringer mineralkation and the effects of the passage of a 

hot h y d r o t h e d  solution, such as abundant amphibolite and epidote stringers. 

(7) Base metals me conîrolled by sulphides ami not silicare phases. This is m e  not OF@ of 

the inchsiom, but oZso of the I r ,  FNand PQD. A significant addition of Cu to the 
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inclusiom by a su!phi& phase is zndlcated. Overd the ultramafic inclusions have much 

higher Cu and S contents than wouid be expected for typical ulaamafic rocks with Mg0 15-26 

wt.% MgO, which indicates a sigdicant addition of Cu to the incIusions by a sulphide phase- 

The Ni content of the inclusion populations show a slight increase with inaeasing S content, a 

reflection ofa Ni-Cu sulphide contribution to the rocks with higher S. 
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APPENDDC: D 

S'ample Preparutzo~~/~Analytîcal Methods 



AppenmUc D - S q l e  Prepatation and Ana2yticcol Mahods 

Initial samples of approximately 5 kilograms in size were trimmed with a rock saw and 

hydraulic splitter to remove attached fragments of Sublayer m a t .  altered marginal 

material, altered hctures and weathered surfaces. For each sarnple, between 1-3 

kilograms of rock material were initially cmhed using a large swing jaw crusher with 

soft steel plates. A second h e r  cnish was perfonned with a small steel-plate jaw 

cmsher and the resulting material was rifned (split) to obtain a representative sample of 

100-105 gram. The crushed rock was powdered using a 99.85% pure alumina 

planetary mill, and the powdered rock stored in a labelled clean glas jar. 

The powdered samples were analyzed by the methods outlined in standard laboratory 

protocols used by Geoscience Laboratones (Ontario Geological Survey, 1990). 

Major element oxides were analyzed by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) using glas discs. 

Approximately 1.5g of powdered sample was roasted in a ceramic crucible for two 

hours, with the temparature increasing fiom 800-1 100°C. The Merence in weight of 



the sample before and after roasting was recorded as loss on ignition (LOI). To m a r e  

the discs, 2 +/- 0.00 lg of roasted powder was combined with 8 +/- 0 . 0  Ig of 

tetraborate flw and the mixture was melted in platinum crucibles using a LEC0 

FX-200 Fluxer; imperfect (cracked, non-homogenous colour) beads were cracked and 

re-fused. A Philips PW MO0 wavelength dispersive X-ray fluorescence spectrometer 

was used to analyse the samples. The range and precision for major elements is given 

in Table AD- 1. 

Table AD4 Range and precision for major element anaipcal packages (OGS, 1990). 



Pressed powder pellets wae analyzed by XRF for Th, Nb, Zr, Y, Sr and Rb. The 

pellets were formed by weighmg 5.0g +/- O. lg of rock powder into a viai, adding three 

drops of polyvinyl alcohol binding solution, and s t h g  with a Ni spatuia to 

homogenize the mixture. The mixture was then added to a 40mm die with an Al 

foxmer sleeve and the compressed with a plexiglas plufiger. Boric acid powder was 

added on top of the sample. The die assembly was then subjected to 15 tons pressure 

for 15 seconds in a mechanical press, at which point it was removed, and the pressed 

pellet placed face down and allowed to dry for 24 hours. The determination limits and 

precision for trace element analysis by XRF are given in Table AD-2. 

Element Determination Litnit @rimm Range Recision @pm) * 

Table AD-2 Determination limits and precision for trace element analysis by XRF 
(OGS, 1990); * Precision is quoted as the 2 sigma confidence lunit for 
values at IOx the determination limit (OGS, 1990). 

Inductively-coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) was used to 

determine Ni, Sc, V, Cu, Co. Rare earth elements (ME) plus Nb, Ta, Hf, Th, Rb, U 



and Y were determined using inductively-coupled mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). 

Complete andytical results are presented in Appendix C. 

Sample dissolution to prepare solutions for analysis was accomplished in several 

stages. 200 mg of powdered sample was weighed into a Teflon beaker and 15 ml T4A 

solution was added; the T4A solution is prepared by mixhg 400 r d  hydrofluoric (HF) 

acid, 40 ml hydrochloric (HCI) acid, and 40 ml perchioric (HCL0,J acid in a plastic 

dispensing bottle. The sample and acid mubure is heated ovenight on a hot plate at 

120°C. The beaker is then tapped to dislodge the cake that has forme4 and 15 ml of 

T4B solution is added; T4B solution is prepared by mixing 380 ml deionized distilled 

water, 70 ml HCI, and 30 ml HCIO, in a plastic dispensing bottle. The sample/acid 

miunire is then heated overnight at 120°C. A dry sample cake f m ,  to which is added 

8 drops of concentrated HCL. This sample is allowed to cool for approximately 1 

minute or until the coioured Cl gas dissapates, and then 1 ml of concentrated nimc 

(HNO,) is added, and the solution is mixed by gently swirhg the beaker. To this 

solution is added 4 drops of concentrated HF, and the sample is gently mixed. To this 

mixture is added approximately 15 ml of deionized distilled water, and the beaker is 

placed on a hot plate and heated to reduce the volume to approximately 10 ml, at which 

point the sample is removed f?om the hot plate and allowed to cool to room 

temperature. At this poim 1.0 ml of standard solution is added to a clean 100 ml 

volumetric flask; the standard solution is prepared by adding mkhg 5 ml of 1000gM 



Element M d b d  Detenntetenntnathn Optimum PIecXsion * 
LiF?ùt@pnr) h g e  @pm) 

Be ICP-OES 1 1 - 100 1 

CO ICP-OES 5 5 -  1000 10 

CU ICP-OES 5 5 - 1000 10 

MO ICP-OES 10 10 - 4000 30 

Ni ICP-OES 5 5 - 1000 10 

ICP-OES 
ICP-OES 
ICP-OES 
ICP-OES 

ICP-MS 
ICP-MS 

ICP-MS 
ICP-MS 
ICP-MS 

ICP-MS 
ICP-MS 
ICP-MS 
ICP-MS 
ICP-MS 
ICP-MS 
ICP-MS 
ICP-MS 

ICP-MS 
ICP-MS 
ICP-MS 
ICP-MS 
ICP-MS 
ICP-MS 

Table A D 3  Determination limits and precision for trace elements analyzed by 
ICP-OES and ICP-MS (OGS, 1990); Vrecision is quoted as the 2 sigma 
confidence 1 s t  for a value at 10x the determination limit (OGS, 1990). 



Re to 5 ml of 1ûûûgM Ru in a 500 ml volumemc fhsk, which is bien fWed to the 500 

ml mark with IO0? HNO,. The contents of the beaker (containing the digested sample) 

are added to the 100 mi volumetric flask containing the 1 ml quaatity of standard 

solution, and the flask is filied the rest of the way with 10% HNO,. The flask is 

stoppered and shaken thoroughly, and then a portion of the sample is transfmed to a 

polystyrene test tube and capped. This solution is then ready for analysis. 

Determination limits and precision for trace element analysis by ICP-OES and ICP-MS 

are presented in Table AD-3. 
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